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I.
INTRODUCTION.
Since the beginning or time man has been confronted
with the problem of moving earth. The machines and methods used
have been many and varied. Each particular piece of work re-
quires a different machine to get the greatest efficiency in
speed at a minimum cost. The different climatic conditions and
the variations in the nature of the soil maKes comparisons of
coats almost impossible.
This discussion will cover modern earth-moving machines,
beginning with the hand-shovel, the crudest one in use at the
present time, and will include wheel-barrows, dump-carts, dump-
wagons, scrapers, elevating graders, dump cars, steam shovels,
excavators, ditching machines, and some of the devices used on
the New YorK Barge Canal. This thesis will discuss original
cost, cost and methods of operation, and adaptation to particu-
lar kinds of v/ork for which the machines are best fitted.
In all cases v/hero a fixed cost for moving earth is
given, the average unit price of $1.50 per day for laborers and
$1.00 per day for horses has been chosen because of the variation
in price of labor from year to year. In all specific instances
cited the actual cost and wages are given.
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IlAND-SlipVELS.
The Kinds of hand-shovels used In moving earth are
those with round or square points and either long or short handles.
The long handled shovel is used in the removal cf earth from the
bottom of ditches or where the throw is great. On grade v^orK,
where tbe laborers stand quite close together, the short-handled
shovel enables the men to move freely without interfering with
their fellow-workmen. A great advantage which the short handle
has over the long handle Is that of the saving of the energy of
the laborer. With the short handled shovel, he grasps the
handle within a few inches of the load on the shovel. Thus, with
a direct lift, a great amount of energy is saved every time a
shovelful is raised.
In loose dry earth, the square-pointed shovel V7lll re-
tain more of its contents during the process of raising the load.
In earth which is slightly damp, the round point is used to
greater advantage, as It does not offer as great resistance In
penetrating wet lumps of dirt.
The amount shovelled per day depends upon the character
of the earth, the weight of the material, the way it has been
loosened, the size and shape of the shovel and the proportioning
of the shovellers so that they will not be Kept waiting. Trant-
wlne states that in fairly well-regulated gangs, the shovellers
are not actively engaged in shovelling more than six-tenths of
their time. If a man is shovelling from the face of a cut that
has been undermined and broKen dovm vdth picKs, he can readily
load eighteen cu. yds. per lo hr. day, after the earth has been
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loosened. If he Is shovelling plowed earth, where he must use
more force in driving the shovel into the soil, he will easily
load 14- cu. yds. of average earth in a day.
When wages are $1.R0 per 10 hr. day, Gillette gives the
cost of loading earth with the hand-shovel as:
Per cu. yd.
Easy Earth, light sand or loam, . 9.5 cts.
Average Earth, 11,0 cts.
Tough Clay, 13. cts.
Hardpan, I5.0 cts.
These values do not ii: elude the cost of loosening.
The following tahle gives the sizes and costs of hand-
shovels:
Fig. 194.
.Siinare point cast steel sliovel.
Pala do acero colatlo coti punta cuadvada.
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' PRICES PER DOZEN.
SIZE IN INCHES. '
> J. li : 3rd . 4th RjaiARKn.
:G-2'ade, .. Grade, Grade .
.
. Grade.
.
10 1/4 X : 15.00 : 12.50 .> XXaUU . XU.UU > oJiovexs
: have
10 7A X 13 1/S . 15.50 : 13.00 10 » pU ., blacK
. blades.
11 X 13 16 .00 13.50 : 1 <i . uu
12 X 14 : 16
.
50 > Til: 14-. 00 . 12.50 : 11.50
12 1/S X 14 3/4 : 17.00 : 14.50 .. 13.00 .. 12.00
10 1/4 X 12 1/2 •\ 15.50 : 13.00 : 11.50 .. 10.50 : Shovels
: have
10 7/s X 13 1/S . 16.00 . 13.50 : 12.00 :: 11.00 ; polished
: blades.
11 3/s X 13 1/2 : 16. 50 : 14.00 : 12.50 : 11.50 ;
The above prices are subject to 33 1/3 and 10 per cent discount
at the factory.
TOEEL- BARROWS.
The ordinary type of wheel barrow used for earth work
has a v/ooden or pipe frame with a shallov/, round-bottomed bowl
of light sheet-iron and a capacity of about l/lO cu. yd. of
earth.
In the runway is level, the full capacity of the wheel-
barrov/ can be wheeled, but as most worK of this Kind involves
ascending steep grades, the load is about l/l4 or 1/15 cu. yd.
With v/ages at 5^1.50 per day the cost of wheeling earth Is about
5 cts. per cu. yd, per 100 ft. of haul, the haul being the dis-
tance from pit to dumps. If the runv/ays are level and the men
worKed hard, the cost might be reduced to 3 cts. per cu,yd. per
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100 ft. haul. A wheel-barrow is dumped In about l/J+ mlns.v/iiich
is equivalent to a loss of nearly if mlns. per cu. yd. where 15
T^arrow loads maKe a yard; and this is equivalent to 1 ct. per
cu. yd. for dumping the harrows. The time lost in changing
harrows, etc., may easily add another 1 ct. per cu. yd. Thus
the total cost of moving dirt with wheel-harrows is about 7 -»-
15 (cost of loosening and shovelling) or 22 cts. per cu. yd.
per 100 ft. haul. l7heel-ha:^row3 are economical only for small
Jobs with short hauls ( I50 ft. being considered a limiting haul)
and where quarters are too confined for teams.
Figure. : Capacity, : Weight. : Cost per :
.,
.
Doaen,. :: Cu. ft.
;
Lbs.
D
i
3 : 55 : 33.60 :
Ki ;
: ^ ;
55 : 30.60 :
K2 ;' 3 : 60 :. 32.
:
Miami " 31/2^: 60 : 32. UO :
Oi 60 : 33.60 :
O2 :! ^ : 65 : 36.00 :
El : 6 : 65 J ^1,H0 :
E2 : 6 75 : 50. Uo :
These prices arc not subject to discount.
ONE-HORSE CAET8.
Small two-wheeled carts dravm by one horse are
often used on grade v;orK. If the haul is level and over a
hard road or a v/ell compacted embanKment, a horse will pull
about 0.6 cu. vd, per load; but over poor roads or steep grades
It is not safe to count on more than 0.^ cu.vd.per load. Gillette
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states that on short hauls of 300 ft. or less, one driver can
tend to two carts by leading one to the dump while the other Is
being loaded. A gang of four or five men should load a cart
with o,i\- cu. yd, in 3 mlns., and it taKes about 1 min. to dump a
cart, so that mlns. of cart time is lost every round trip, if
the wages of a horse are fl.oo per 10 hr. day, and the wages of
the driver are #1.50 per 10 hr. day, the wages for a cart and half
a driver are |1.75 Per day. The 4 mins. lost time is therefore
equivalent to 3 cts. per cu. yd. Assuming that 150 cu. yds. are
delivered to the dumpman in 10 hrs., the cost is l 2/3 cts. per
cu. yd, for his wages. Considering that the cost of loosening
and loading average earth is about 15 cts, per cu. yd. the total
cost using carts is 13 + 3 + 1 2/3 or 19 2/3 cts. per cu. yd. per
100 ft. of haul. TO this may be added 3/4- cts. for every extra
100 ft. of haul.
DATA FOR ONE-HORSE CAliTS,
: Diameter : Dimensions of box.
; of : Inside measure.
. Oapacity : Capaci-ty • Cost
: v/heels
.
: Length : Width : Depth
:ft. in. : ft. in.: ft. : in. : lbs.
_
:„
_
cu.ft.
: ^ 11
^ 5 : 3 12 1,800 : 14- : $4-2.00'
: 11 ; 5 ^ : 3 ; 12 : 2,500 : 16 : 4-4-.00:
: 5 4 : 3 : 12 : 3.500 ; IS : 50.00
:5 :
. 5 ^ :
. 3. . , : 12 21 : 55,. 0,0:
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There are three types of Tour-wheeled v^aeons cont-
monly used on earth-v/ork; (1) The slat oottom \7ag0n; (2) the
bottom-dump wagon; and {5) the end dump wagon. The ordinary
farmer's wagon v^lth the common box Is never used on eai-th-worK
v^here there Is a considerable amount to be moved. The cost of
unloading by hand Is so great that the ordinary box Is excluded.
SLAT BOTTOM TfAC-ONS are usually loaded by hand-shov-
els and. In some cases, by dropping the earth through traps, the
material being hauled upon the platform- traps by drag, fresno,
or wheel scrapers. "S?here the v/orK is of sufficient size to re-
quire patent-dump wagons, they are loaded by elevating graders,
steam shovels, excavators, or by dumping through traps.
Any farmer's wagon can be made into a slat-bottom
wagon by removing the vmgon box and replacing it with slats of
5 X 6 in. stlcKs for a bottom, and 2 x 12 in . or 2 x 16 in
.
,
planKs for sides and ends. One man aided by the driver can dump
a aiat-bottoffi wagon holding 0.6 cu. yd. in 1 I/2 mins. at a cost
of 0.4 ct. per cu. yd. for the dumpman's time and 1 ct. per cu.
yd. for lost time of team, wages being |2.oo ^er day for dump-
man, and $5.50 per day for the team. It taKes 5 mins. for these
men to dump a large slat-bottom v/agon holding 1 1/2 cu. yd., when
the driver removes the seat' before dumping and replaces it after-
wards. 80 that in either case the cost of dumping is about
1 1/2 cts. per cu. yd. The loss of time in loading a dumpwagon
is equivalent to 2 1/2 to 5 cts., which, added to the lost teagi
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time at tho dump raaKes the cost for loss of time about M- cts.
where slat-hottom wagons are used.
THE BOTTO]\/r-DUMP T?AGON» or patent dump waf?on. has a bot-
tom consisting of two doors that swing (Jownward In dumping. Three
of the most serviceable and best equipped v;lth labor-saving de-
vices are the Watson, the Eagle, and the Austin dumpv/agons. The
time required to dump a drop-bottom wagon is practically nominal,
and the driver dumps his own wagon, cither vith a foot or a hand
lever. Most of these wagons are so constructed that they can
be unloaded without even stopping the team. The cuts of these
wagons on the following pages give an idea of tho method of ope-
ration.
THE END BDMP WAG-ON dumps bacKBard llKe a two-wheeled
cart. The best maKes of this type of wagon are provided with
a geared device by which the dumpman slides the wagon box bodily
bacKwai^d over the axle of the rear wheels until it tips and dumps
its load. It is not as efficient as the bottom-dump wagon as
it requires considerably more time in unloading.
Wagon manufacturers also maKe dump-boxes to be used on
the ordinary farmer's wagon. These dump-boxes are not as ex-
tensively used by large contractors as the dump-wagons, ifhere a
contractor has a great variety of worK to do the tiump box is of
great advantage as it can be lifted on and off the running gears
in a short time. The dumping device worKs in almost the same
manner as that on the dump-wagons.
The cost of hauling per wagon load when wages of the
team and driver are $5.50 per day and the speed of travel is 2
1/2 miles per hour while VtralKlng is as follows:
i
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Load being 0,8 cu. yd.
n "1.0 " "
n « 1,6 " "
« « 2.0 " "
H It 2.4 « "
per cu, yd. per 100 ft.
0.66 cts.
0.53 "
0.33 "
0.26 "
0.22 "
In round nunlbers, therefore, for a load of 1 cu. yd. we must add
1/2 ct. per cu. yd. per 100 ft. haul, or 28 cts. per cu. yd. per
mile haul. This does not include loading and unloading.
SLAT-BOTTOM WAGON.
Size of Tires. Diameter of wheels.
Front. BacK,
Carrying : Capacity : Cost
capacity.: of body.:
3 X 5/S"
3 X 3/^
3 X 3/M-
3 X 7/5
3 ft.
3
3
3 -
if ft. 2 in,
l|. !l 2
I4. II 2 "
M-,500 lbs;l 1/2 yds;^S5.00
6,500 " : 2 " : 90.00
7,500 " : 2 " : 100.00
10,000 « : 2 1/2 « : 130.OO
The price of the bed alone is $15.00
I
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BOTTOM DUMP WAGON.
Size : Diameter of wheels * I
Distance ;
: from
Capacity
of
Tires. : Front. : BacK , :
ground
to top of
body.
of
body.
: cost. :
: 3 X 1/2 i 3 ft. : ft. 2 in;. M- ft .8 m. 1 1/2 yd ;#103.00 :
:3 X 5/8 : 3 N H 2 II : 1 1/2 "
'
105.00 '
,:3 X 5/s : 3 M U 2 II Ij. It g II ; 2 " : 107.00 ^
: 3 X 5/g ' 3 M \ M 2 u 2 " 110.00 :
: 3 X 1/2 : 3 It ; II 2 w 5 If g It : 2 1/2 « : 113.00 :
: 3 X 5/8 : 3 II ; U 2 It ; 5 It g 11 . 2: 1/2 " ; 115.00 :
:3 X * 3 II M 2 It . 5 " 8 " : 3 "
'
: 117.00 :
3 X
» 4
J - «
3 M ; H 2 It : 5 " 8 " : 3 "
*
. , ^ T*
: 120.00 :
'
. . . .
•
Add for tire, ^5.00
Add for steel lining, $7.50
Add for steel lining and asbestos, $10.00
Add for braKe, ^6.. 50
REAR El© DUMP WAGON.
Dimensions of Body., Inside.
Length :. Width . Depth :
Top :
. sides
Capacity , Cost
ft. m.: ft.m. • m, : in. : cu . yds .
:
7 : 3-5 1/2 : 15 : 5 : 1 1/2 : 125,00
7 6 ;3-5 1/2": IS : 7 : 2 : 135.00
7 6 :'3-5 1/2 : IS •: 7 : 2 : ll^-5.00
7 6 : 3-5 1/2 : IS : 7 : 2 : 160.00
Jt.
Lined with asbestos and sheet steel, extra, $5.00
Add for bralce,$7.00
Diameter of wheels, front, 2 ft. s in., BacK, ft. 11 in.

Dimensions of Our "Columbian" Contractors' Wagon
SIDE VIEW
Dimensions of Our New "Columbian" Patent Dumping Wagon
and 2 yards Capacity.
SIDl' Vll'.W
Dimensions of Our New "Columbian" Patent Dumping Wagon
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Showing Wagon Ready to Load.
Dimensions of Our New Rear End "Columbian" Dumper
Ij/^ to 2 yd. capacity.
Showing Wagon Dumped.
Dimensions of Our New Rear End "Columbian" Dumper
1 J/2 to 2 yards capacity.
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SCRAPERS.
DRAG SORAPER&r - A drag scraper is a steel scoop, not
mounted on wheels, for scooping up and transporting earth short
distances, and is dravm hy a team. Drag scrapers are best
adapted for burrowing at the sides of ombanKments and for wasting
from cuts or ditches, and also for opening the mouth of large
cuts; and are economical only for short distances. In working
drag scrapers on short leads there are usually three teams trav-
eling in a circle or ellipse of 150 ft. circumference. If the
lead is much greater than this (say 100 ft.),, a gang of at least
six scrapers should be used, one man loads r.he scrapers in the
pit as they go by, and each driver dumps his own scraper. The
earth must be plowed before the scraper can be used. TJhen the
gang is working properly, the average speed of the teams is
ISO ft. per mm. while actually walking, and the "lost time" in
unloading and dumpiiig is 1/3 to 1/2 min, per trip, or about 3
1/2 to mins. per cu. yd. for a No.l scraper. The man loading
can readily load 1000 scrapers per day where the earth has been
loosened by a plow.
It must be remembered that the "actual struck measure"
capacity Is the exact content; of the bowl when level full of
loose earth and is about 20 per cent less than the actual struck
capacity of earth when measured in place before loosening.
The following table from the book on Roads and Pave-
ments, written by Professor I. 0. Baker of the University of
Illinois, gives the best approximate cost of moving earth with
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a drag scraper. The haul. In the following table, Is the
distance from the center of the pit to the center of the
dump.
Cents per Cu. Yd.
25 ft. Haul. : 25 ft. Haul.
:
Loose. : Hard : Loose : Hard:
earth. : ground.
:
earth. ; Ground:
Loosening : 1.25 : 2.50 :. 1.25 :. 2.50:
Filling scraper :. 1.25 :. 1.50 : 1 . 00 : 1.50:
Hauling . 5.S5 : 6.50 : 7.00 : 7.70:
. Leveling :. 0.40 : O.uo : 0.40 .. O.UO:
Superintendence : 0.69 :. 0.69 : 0.69 :. 0.69:
: Wear and tear : 0.25 : 0. 58 :: 0.^3 : 0.50:
: Water boy : 0.16 : 0.16 : 0.16 :. . 16
: Total Cost : 9.85 : 12.13 .: 10. S5 : 12.95;
Cents per Cu. Yd.
100 ft. Haul. : 200 ft. Haul:
Loose . Hard : Loose : Hard
: earth. : Grouna. earth.
:
.ground:
Loosening :. 1.25 :. 2
.
50 : 1.25 . 2.50:
Filling scraper : 1.25 •: 1
.
50 :. 1.00 ; 1.00:
Hauling : S.75 : 0.62 •. 10.00 ; 11.00:
Leveling : O.uo : 0.40 :. O.uo .. 0.40:
superintendence :. 0.69 ": 0.69 0.69 : 0.69:
Wear and tear : 0.U2 : 0.63 : 0.53 •. O.SO:
Water hoy :: 0.16 : 0.16 : 0.16 : . 16
:
Total cost : 12.67 .: 15.25 : 14.03 : 16.55:

____
^
-.—...^—
_
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The following table gives the capacities, weights, and
costs of No. 1, 2, and 3 drag scrapers.
:No. Capacity. ;. Weight. . Cost per ;
scraper. ^
:1. : without runners. 7 cu. ft..: 95 .Ltos. : 3.50 :
•2. H N
. 5 " II 84 u 3.25 :
3. • N It : 3 1/2 II II : 3.10 :
'1.
; With runners.: 7 cu. ft.' 100
•
lt)S. 3.65 :
2. : II II u <
' 90 It ; 3.40 :
II u
: 3 1/2 II : SO H : 3.25 :
: 1. :DouiDle Bottom : 7 cu. ft, : 106 lbs. : 4-.00 :
:2. II 5 cu. ft. ' 96 u
I
3.75 :
:3. H 11 : 3 1/2 n . 86 H 3. 60 :
These prices are not sub;ject to discount.
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"WHEEL SCRAPERS. - The wheol scraper Is a development of
the drag scraper, helng a steel scoop low hung "between two v/heels.
As m the case of the drag scraper, the "actual struck measure"
capacity Is the exact contents of the howl when level full of
loose earth and Is a'bout 20 pe. ^ent leas than the actual strucK
capacity of earth when measured In place "before loosening.
large wheelers, even in light soils, and small wheelers
in tough soils, seldom leave the pit full of earth, but at the
"bade end of the bowl there is usually a wedge-shaped unfilled
space. The average load "place measure", carried by wheelers has
been found to be as follows:
NO. 1 : 1/5 cu. yd. :
No. 2 ': cu. yd. :
No. 2 1/2 : 1/3 cu. yd. :
No. 3
;
. M/io cu. yd. :
1
21.
A snatch team, to assist In loading Is generally used
with a No. 2 wheeler, and always with a No. 3 wheeler. The
lightest No. 1 wheelers made are to be recommended where leads
are very short and ibises steep, that Is, wherever drag scrapers
are ordinarily used, for they move earth more economically than
drags. "Where soil Is very stony, or full of roots, drag scrapers
are to he preferred, since they are more easily and qulcKly
loaded under such conditions. with wheelers as with drag
scrapers, add 30 ft. to the actual lead for turning and manoeu-
verlng the teams, equivalent to half minute of team time each
trip. Another half minute Is lost In loading and dumping.
The number of wheel scrapers in a "gang" depends entire-
ly upon the distance. the earth Is to he hauled. Just such number
should be used as will Keep a snatch team and loader busy. There
should not be too. many used, as In that case the teams and driv-
ers would be obliged to wait their turn and thereby lose time.
The number of gangs of scrapers that may be used on a given
piece of worK depends entirely upon the number of dumping places.
The ground should be plowed In strips of not less than the
width of the scraper bowl and while the scrapers are filling on
one strip the plowman Is plowing another. in this way all the
teams and men are at worK; no one waiting for another.
The ground should be thoroughly plowed, leaving no
uncut ridges between or beneath the furrows. The scraper to
be loaded Is driven to the end of the plowed furrow, and the man
that is to do the filling unhooKs the lever from the scraper
bowl and elevates the lever until the hooKs on the hounds catch
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on the hooKs on the sides of the bowl. This drops the bowl
into proper position for filling. As the team Is started, the
filler should press the lever forv/ard with one hand and hold one
of the handles of the bowl with the other, lifting up on the
handles slightly \intil the point of the bowl catches In the
ground. The scraper will then run perfectly level and regulate
the depth Itself. The strain on the team can be lessened when
necessary by pulling bade slightly on the lever.
TOien the bowl is filled and v/hlle the team is In motion
the lever is pulled bacK and down until the latch catches at the
bacK of the bowl. The team is then turned sharply to the right
or left and is driven to the dump. on arriving at the dump the
man employed there for that purpose raises up the rear handles,
thus depressing the point of the scraper until it catches in the
ground, when the forv^ard motion of the team will complete the
dumping.
On long hauls it is advisable to have men with shovels
to heap the bowl full of earth, using an automatic front end
gate on the wheeler to prevent loss of material in transit.
The follov/ing table from BaKer^s "Roads and Pavements",
gives the costs for different lengths of haul.
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Length of haul In feet.
using No.l scraper. : : Using scraper No.^.
100 : 200 . ^00 : : iJOO : 500 :' 600 ; 700
'
§00
Loosening . 1.25 : 1.25 : 1.25 ; ' 1.25 : 1.25 : 1.25 :: 1.25 : 1.25
Pilling : 1.25 :. 1.00 : 1.00 : . 1.80 : 1.80 1.80 : 1.80 :. 1.80
scraper :
Hauling : 5.85 :. 1.00 :. 8.00 . 7.77 : 8.77 : 9.77 ;.10.77 : 11.77
Leveling ; 0.^0 : O.Uo ,: 0.^ : O.UO !. O.iK) . O.HO : 0.40 .. O.^K)
Superln- ': 0.69 : 0.69 : 0.69 ' 0.69 0.69 : 0.69 : 0.69 : 0.69
tendence
Wear and ; O.m : 0.5s . 0.75 ; 0.5^ • 0.64 . 0.75 . 0.86 : 0.97
tear
Water boy ;. 0.16 .. 0,16 : 0.16 : 0.16 : 0.16 : 0.16 : 0.16 : 0.16
TOTAL . 9.99 :.11.08 •12.25 :12.60 :15.71 : 14.82 :15.95 : 17.04
This table shows that wheel scrapers are excellent
for hauling earth distances up to 700 or 800 feet.
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FRESNO SCRAPER. - A fresno scraper dllTers from a drag
scraper In being wider and having a longer cutting edge, and con-
sists essentially of a pan, with vertical sides and bacK to hold
the earth. To the bacK Is attached a handle, and to the handle
a piece of rope for convenience In manipulation; when loaded
the scraper slides on the pan, but when empty the pan tips up
and rides on runners, to save wear and tear and evade Irregulari-
ties m the ground. The bar on top of the runners can be so ad-
;justed as to maJce the scraper act as a leveler, dump Its load In
one Place, or dump Its load over considerable area smoothing off
the top surface as the team drags the scraper forward. Two, three,
four, or six horses are used, four In the majority of cases.
The scraper Is useful In constructing ditches and valua-
ble for leveling land, for Irrigation and other purposes, it is
adapted to taKlng off a thin coating of earth and depositing and
spreading it In the manner needed, it Is also useful in dragging
earth down grade as, on account of Its width, an amount of earth
larger than the capacity of the scraper can be hauled in front of
It. Mr. Geo. J. specht states that with the ordinary 5 ft.
fresno scraper, on a down hill haul, the loads will average 35 cu.
ft. ma occasionally run as high as if4 cu. ft. However, this
could only occur with light, damp soil, and on a down hill pull
Where much material could be drifted ahead of the scraper. m
almost any soil, except dry, running sand, the earth win heap up
6 or s m. obove the top of the bowl, and will extend quite a
distance beyond the front of the bowl, on level hauls or on up-
nill puns it is not ordinarily safe to count on more than 1/2 cu^d.
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(measured In cut) per load, although under favorable conditions,
the average load may be 25 per cent greater, while under unfavor-
able conditions it may be 25 Per cent less.
The following table gives the sizes, weights, and costs
of fresno scrapers.
Size. : Width of :
cut. :
.
Weight : Cost. :(No discount).
2 Horse : 3 ft. 6 in! 210 11.25 : In less
than
3 " : M- ft. ; 255 : 11.50 . carload
: lots.
4 : 5 ft. 275 : 12,00
Engineering-Contracting gives the cost of fresno worK as follows
for different loads:
Lead in
feet. :
: Cts. per
cu.yd.
: Cu. yds.
: fresno per
per :
day.
:
'
50 i 51/2:: 109
100 : 7 : 86
. 150
. 200 :
: 8
10
1/2 : 70
: 60
250 :: 11 1/2
:
. 300 :
- 13 : %
400 :: 16
:
500 : 19 31
600 : 22
1
: 28
The proceeding costs do not include the cost of plow-
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Ing, which ranges from 3/4 to 1 1/2 cts, per cu. yd., nor Is the
cost of foreman's wages Included, which ordinarily ranges from
1/2 to 1 ct. per cu. yd. Dressing the roadbed and slopes will
usually cost an additional 1/2 ct. per sq. yd. of surface trimmed.
The follovrlng is a record made under most favorable
conditions in January, on the TrucKee supply Canal, for the Re-
clamation Service, near Wadsworth, Nev. leather, clear and
cola; soil dry, breaking readily, being loam, sand, and clai'" in
irregular beds; earth moved from ditch to make the base of both
banks of canal; extreme lift being about 10 ft, a small amount of
earth being hauled as much as 200 ft:
Foreman, 15 days at #4.50, #67.50
i|-horse fresno and driver, SM- days at #5.30, . M-M-5,20
6~horse plow, driver, and holder, 13 days
at 9.00, 117.00
Labor, clearing, helping plow holder, etc.,
30 days at $2.00, 60.00
Labor, loading scrapers, 32 days at ^2.00, . . 6^.00
#753.70
10,219 cu. yds, moved at a cost of 7.4- cts. per cu. yd. Deduct-
ing ^3S.OO as the cost of clearing, the cost per cu. yd. was 7
cts. It shows 122 cu. yds, moved per scraper per day, and had
all hauls over 100 ft. been eliminated, ^ the average would have
been 130 cu. yds.
The following Is a record of extremely difficult con-
ditions. The earth was thoroughly mixed with stone, in all
sizes up to 5 cu. ft. The greater part of these had to be
taken to the outer edge of the embankment. The material was
hard to plow and harder to load. It was all used in making banks.
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mainly on one side, with little longitudinal haul.
Foreman, 16.5 days at ^3.00, #^i-9»50
U-horse fresno, 61.5 days at ^5.30, 325.95
2-tiorse stoneboat, 11.2 days at $3«^5.
»l-horse plow, etc., 6.5 days at #7.40, M-s.lo
6-norse plow, 5.2 days at #9.00, 46.80
Labor, loading scrapers and stoneboat, 76.2 days at #2.00,152. 40
Total, , . , # 663.63
Estimate, 3,800 cu, yds. at 22 cts. per cu. yd. supposing the
11.2 stoneboat s to have been equal to 3 1/2 fresnos, this would
give 58. 5 cu, yds. per day per fresno. The coHt would be almost
17 1/2 cts, per yd. This worK was well directed, and showed
a high yardage for the force employed, but the sidehaul accounts
for the high cost.
The follovnng is a record which illustrates the
effect of haul. Weather was dry and cold, soil dry sand and
silt; haul averaging 600 ft.
Foreman, 18 days at #3.00, # 54,0C
4-horse fresno and driver, 170 days at #5.30, 901.00
4-horse plow, driver and holder, 9 days at #7,4o, 66.60
Labor, 4-9 (22 loading, others finishing), at #2.00,. . , , 98.00
Total, .... 1119.60
Estimate, 7776 cu. yds. at 14.8 cts., 28.8 cu. yds. per scraper
per day.
Another contractor excavated 125 to I30 cu. yds, per
day. The soil was sand and light loam. The cut generally
made the banKs. The ditch was narrow and rtyiged from 6 to 7 1/2
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ft. deep, from bottom grade to top of banKs. Scrapers worKed
singly, going down one iDanK. and up the other alternately. Each
driver loaded and dumped his own scraper, except one finishing
scraper. The excavation cost. Including practically all the
finishing, for 125 cu, yds. per fresno per day, was computed as
follows:
M- horses, fresno and driver. « * «
1-10 of 2-horse plow and driver at
#3.95.
1-10 of loader,
1-10 of fornan at ^M-.OO,
^5.30
.395
.225
.Uo
6.32
This gives 5.06 cts. per cu. yd.
It Is not easy to fix the limit of economic haul with
fresnos as compared with wheeled scrapers, prlnclpoily "because
the size of the fresno load varies li^reatly In different soils. It
Is quite commonly "believed west of the RocKy Mountains that for
hauls heyond 200 to 250 ft. the wheeled scraper is prefera"ble,
"but in tough soils or in dry sand the fresno loads may be so
small that a wheeler can compete successfully on short hauls. Dn
the other hand, in soft, damp soils that heap up and drift well
in front of a fresno, the eaonomlc haul may consldera"biy exceed
300 ft. There is no sort of haul, where the ecirth has been well
loosened, that the fresno does not show greater economy than the
drag scraper.
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DIToniKG SCRAPER. - The chief use or the ditching
scraper Is that of bacKfUllng trenches. This gcraper Is made
Of oax. sj)0d with steel on She cutting edge. The cutting edge
is 1^ ft. long, which means a good wide swath cut at each forward
PUll. in backfilling a trench, a rope or chain about 20 ft.
long is fastened to the cable chain on the scraper, and a team
hitched to the end of the rope. The team works on one side of
the trench, and the man holding the scraper works on the oppo-
site side Of the trench. The scraper weighs 75 lbs., and can
be dragged by one man. although some contractors prefer to have
two men en the scraper, especially when the bank has become
somewhat compact. In a lo hr. day a team and a driver and one
man on the scraper can easily place 200 cu. yds. of back fin m
a trench where no tamping is required, but even when tan^^lng is
called for, a scraper Is much cheaper than a shovel for back fin-
ins. mie good work can be done with a drag scraper, it Is not
so good a tool for backfilling as the ditching scraper for three
reasons: first, the ditching scraper Is lighter; second, a drag
scraper is narrower; and third, a drag scr,^er Is not so quickly
dumped.
The average cost for backfilling with a ditching
scraper is 2 1/2 cts. per cu. yd. while with a drag scraper 2 1/2
Cts. per cu, yd. Is a record.
The price or this scraper Is r n >. ^ .xs> if^.^i? 1. o, b, at factory.

THE DOAN DITCHING SCRAPER
Width, 48 inches. Weight, 75 lbs.
SIDE SCRAPER. - A Side scraper Is especially
adapted for cleaning out ditches. It is by far the most effect-
ive tool ever Invented for this purpose. The scraper worKs
cross-wise of the ditch, and is so shaped that it gets down in-
to the hot torn and cleans the ditch thoroughly. The team is
hitched to the cahle chain with a long rope and worKs hacK and
forth on the banK. The body of the scraper is made from a
single piece of steel, 3/16 in. thick, with steel angles.
The handles are factened to the sides with steel sockets, the
outer ends being connected by a steel rod.
The following table gives descriptions of the side
scraper.
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•No.
'
: width.
: In.
: Weight. : Cost.
I 1
1
^ : 100 : 5.30
: 2 : 42 : 110 :
ft 1
: 5.75
No discount.
HASLUP SIDE SCRAPER
For Cutting and Cleaning Open Ditches or Canals
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ELEVATING GRADER.
An elevating grader consists essentially of a four-
wheeled tiTicK provided with a plow which casts its furrov/ upon
an endless "belt which elevates the material and deposits it in
v/agons as fast as they are driven under the belt. For loading
v/agons the carrier is arrionged at about nineteen feet, which al-
lows ample elevation and is convenient for turning. The T/agons
are driven so the earth from the carrier falls into the v/agon,
both driving at low speed until the wagon is loaded; the machine
slows down while the loaded wagon drives out and another taKes
its place. The machine is adapted to loading v/agons on road
v7orK, but is especially suitable for reservoir, irrigating ditch-
es, and canal work where there is a prairie soil. For success-
ful operation, the soil must be free from boulders or roots. The
machine will worK on stone and gravel roads and stiff clay, but
in light sand it refuses to elevate as the plow v/ill not turn a
furrow. There must be considerable room in which to turn the
machine and manoeuver the teams going and coming. It is most ad-
vantageous to use the mactiine on stretches of a mile in length,
so that the time lost in turning and manoeuvering the machine is
reduced to a minimum. In digging ditches or canals, the earth
should be removed in layers, that is to say, the entire width
should be taKen off first, gradually reducing the number of par-
allel furrows, so as to dig a properly shaped ditch or oanal.
The Good Roads Alachine Company, of Fort 17ayne, Indiana,
guarantee their machine to have an output per ten hour day of 1000
cu.yds.in a tough clay soil; and numerous testimonials show that
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1,400 to 1,600 cu. yds. Is not unusual where the soil Is sultaiDle
and there is a sufficient nuim:)er of teams to taKe the material
away from the machine. In most cases, however. It Is best to
assume the output as 500 to 600 cu. yds., on account of repair-
ing the grader, waiting for teams, etc.
Manufacturers claim that a grader will fill a v/agon
holding from i 1/2 to 2 cu. yds. as quickly as a wheel scraper
can he loaded holding one third to one fourth as much. The time
of loading is about 15 or 20 sees, with a loss of 15 sees,
while the loaded wagon is driving out and the empty one coming
in.
A grader costs about |l,000.00, and is hauled either
by a 25 H.P. traction engine or by 12 horses. it requires 2 men
to operate the grader, and where horses are used, 2 men to drive
the horses. Where a traction engine is used. 2 men operate
the grader, 1 man operates the traction engine, and one team is
Kept busy part of the time hauling coal and water for the engine.
The engine burns about 1500 lbs. of coal per 10 hrs. and uses
about 6 tons of water to furnish steam. The grader traveli
about 150 ft. per mm. when hauled by an engine, and it taKei
1 1/2 mms, to turn around at each end of its r.^. describing a
Circle Of about 50 ft, diameter in turning. All streets of 36
feet or upward In width can be handled without difficulty, but
streets under this width cause some rehandllng.
Gillette says that a team hauling earth from a grader
must perform a large percentage of waste labor following the
trader, and this is equivalent to adding about ^0 ft.to the lead.ir 3 horsg and a driver are worth #4.50 a day, and the load Is
.s
)S
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1 1/4- cu. yds., the cost of hauling Is 0.6 cts. per cu. yd. per loc
ft. of haul; so that the waste distance traveled ( Hoo ft. lead)
adds 3 cts. per cu. yd. to the cost. urith wages of single horses
at $1.00 and men at |l,^.0, the cost Is as follows, with an out-
put of 500 cu. yds. per lo hours.
per cu. yd.
(1) Lost team time ( Hoo ft. added to lead). ... 2.5 cts.
(2) 12 horses on grader and 4 men, M-.q
(3) 5 men on dump spreading,
„
(4) Plant rental.
„
Total, 9,3 cts.
By using a leveling scraper the third Item can he re-
duced, comparing traction engine outfit with the outfit using
horses we have:
per day.
J>/h ton coal at $3.00, #2.25
1 englneman,
^
2 grader operators.
^p. 00
1 driver and team hauling coal and water, .... 3,50
Rental of engine,
^
Total. 500 cu. yds. at 3.75 cts. 2.S.75
This about 1/4 ct. Cheaper than the former case.
on the Chicago Drainage canal, a grader required 15
1 1/2 yd. wagons to remove the earth when it was Kept in constant
motion. The lead was about 1/2 mile. The machine used required
5 men to operate it and three men to help load the wagons. The
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total number of men Including the 15 teamsters was 23. Tiie capa-
city while worKlng was about 73 cu, yds. per hour. with three-
horse wagons the average 10 hr. day's output was 500 cu. itds. of
top soil.
In grading
-the streets of Oonandalgua, N.Y., a trac-
tion engine was used to haul the grader. The streets were 60
to 73 ft. Wide between property lines and 36 ft. between curbs,
and there was no trouble in turning the engine and grader between
walK lines. Fifty wagon loads, of 1 1/2 cu. yds. each were
readily loaded per hour.
on road worK in Oklah.onia. under very favorable condi-
tions, the cost Of loading wagons with a grader was 2.1 cts. per
cu. yd. Twelve horses and 4 men were used on this machine.
Table Showing number of wagons required to serve a
grader at different lengths of haul, with estimated cost per cu.
yd.
: Length
: of
. haul.
: No. of
: Wagons
.
: Total
: daily
: cost.
: Cost per
: Cu. Yd,
n.
J cts^
liK)-300
410
500
590 :
6g0 :
950 :
1220
1670 :
1940 :
2300 :
2600 :
3000 ;
: 5
: 6
: 7
8 ;
9
12
15
20
^7 :
30 :
35 :
34.75
: 3S.25
: 41.75
. 45.25 :
: 4«.75 ;
: 60.25
: 70.75
: Sg.25 ;
9S,75 :
112.75 :
122.25 :
157.25 :
; 31/2
• 3 7/s
= ^1/5 :
4 1/2
4 7/8 :
: 6
:
• 7 :
9 :
10
:
11 1/4 :
12 1/1^ :
15 1/10 :
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In the construction of canals for Itrigatlon and drain-
age the grader is used to great advantage. It can excavate canals
from thirty to thirty-five feet wide on top and four feet deep,
and deliver the earth on the embankment direct. For deeper and
wider ditches it must hQ used as a wagon loader, and the earth
hauled in wagons, under favorable conditions a grader will huild
one mile of ditch, of the following dimensions, in the time and
cost given in the tahle.
Top
Width. :
: Bottom
. Width. : Depth.
: No . hours
: per mile.
: cost per
: mile.
ft. : ft. : ft.
2^ : 16 : if : 150 :: 275.00
20 : 12 : 3 1/2: 110 ': 200.00
16 : 10 :', 2 1/2 : 60 : 110,00
12 8 : 2 : ^0 : 70.00
6 : 2 : 1 1/2
II ......
: 10 : 18.00
The working force on the preceeding work was six teams, two drivers,
and one operator.
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Fig.l. L J
4'
Figure 1 shows a ditch 10 feet in width at the top
and finished 4 feet wide at the bottom and depth 2 ft. The "banKs
have a pitch of 1 1/2 to 1 with berme 4 1/2 feet in width at each
side. The emhanKment Is six feet at the base and 2 feet high.
The construction of this ditch would require the handling of
approximately 2,750 yards of material per mile, and under ordi-
nary favorable conditions could be finished in two days time. In
cutting a ditch of this size use an elevator 16 feet in length,
throwing the dirt from the left side of the ditch to the right
banK and vice versa. This method of handling dirt is generally
termed crossfiring.
Fig. 2. u J
6'
Figure 2 represents a ditch 20 feet wide at the top.
6 feet at the bottom and 4 feet deep. The banks, hov/ever, have
a pitch of 1 3/4 to 1 with a berme 2 feet wide at each side. The
embankments are 13 feet wide at the base and 3 1/2 ft. in height.
For completing a mile of this ditch a trifle over 10,000 yards of
earth must be handled, v;hich under ordinary conditions would re-
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quire about ten day's time with the machine. This ditch can he
made hy taKlng out the first 2 feet with a 16-foot elevator,
and worKlng from the outside to the center, then using a 19-foot
carrier for taKlng out the last 2 feet In depth, crossflrlng
as above stated.
Fig, 3.
Figure 3 Illustrates a ditch 29 feet wide at the top
and g feet wide at the bottom, 7 feet In depth. The hanlcs have a
pitch of 1 1/2 to 1 with a herme 6 feet wide on each side. The
embankments are 21 1/2 feet wide at the base and approximately
5 1/2 feet high. To construct a canal of this size would re-
quire the handling of about 25,000 cu. yds. of earth per mile.
This being a deeper ditch than can be made directly with an ele-
vating grader, it Is necessary to taKe out the first two feet in
depth (as shown in dotted lines) using a 22-foot elevator on bank.
After this two feet is removed the ditch will be narrowed dovm to
practically 23 feet. The following three feet can be taken out
by working from the outside to the center, delivering all the
earth on the banks as stated above. The remaining two-foot
section can then be taken out by cross-firing, v/orklng from the
center to the outside and in this manner deliver the earth on the
opposite shoulder, which will fill in the extra two feet surplus
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cutting of the top section, and In tnis manner the iDerine filled
out and the ditch completed as shown In diagram.



DUIyIP CARS.
[
Gmall steel cars of various sizes and styles are "being
used more and more extensively In earth excavation. Wooden cars
have been used Tor this purpose many years, but during the past
decade the all steel car has come Into use and Is grov/lng In fa-
vor with contractors, '
Steel cars are made with either a square or V-shaped
"box; and dump double side; end; or all around. Round channel
steel frames are the most desirable form for a car up to 2 cu.vds.
capacity for light locomotive traction, horse, or hand power.
i
Square channel or I-beam frames are the best construction for
cars vflth a capacity from. 2 cu. yds. and larger. An Important
feature vrLth regard to the satisfactory operation of a car Is
the locKlng device used v/hen duiaplng. A good locKlng device
prevents accidental discharge of contents and consequent Injury
of worKmen. special automatic locKlng devices have been designed
so that a car can be dumped only by releasing the lever opposite
to the side that It dumps. In thts way a car can never dump to
the side from ¥fhlch It Is operated. When the body of the car
retui^ns from the dump to Its load-carrying position^ It Is locked
automatically. Dump cars are made with brakes of either the ;
screw or lever type.
Steel dump cars of the cradle type are made as double
side, end, or all round duinp cars. They are made entirely of
steel, with a channel steel main frame forming a round buffer at
each end, v/hlch gives the car as great resistance and protects It
In case of accident. They have cast steel wheels and the body
Is made very strongly. The supoortlng cradles are made of channel;

steel and are rlvetted to the frame. These cars are arranged in
such a way that the box can be put In a slanting position while
being dumped, thereby lowering the loading height. The cars are
provided with a braKe angle between the wheels, so that even If
they have no braKe they can be braKed by means of a stlcK or
pole put between the brake angles and pressing on the wheels.
The follov/lng table gives the general dimensions,
weight, and cost of the cradle dumping car.
Similar : Capac- : Gauge Overall Dimensions. :?feight iPrlce
to
Figure.
.
Ity, : of
. tracK. : Length. : Width. : Height
.
: Cu.Ft. : In. : Ft. In. : Ft. In. : Ft. In. : Lbs.
151 : 18 : 20 : 5 7 .
;
3 ^ : 700 : 78.75
151 ; 21 . 20 ; 5 11 : 10 :' 3 11 : 850 :87.00
151 18 . 21 1/2 : 5 7 : 5 3 : 3 ^-
'
: 700 :8'-i-.00
151 ! 18 '. 2if : 5 7 : ^ 3 <
[
3 8 750 :S2.50
151 : 27 : 6 2 : ^- 10 : ^ : 875 :S7.00
151 : 36 • 2M- 6 9 ^ 11 , 4 3 : 975 :102.00
151 36 : 30 ! 6 9 : ^ 11 4 5 : 1050 :X)5.00
These prices are net and not subject to discount.
This type of car Is built for capacities of from two-
thirds to one and one-hall" yards. Fig. 1760 shows a car In up-
right position. Fig. 7661 shows a car a slanting position to
facilitate loading. Flg.76v62 shows same car In a dumped position.
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Fig. Ilif3 shov/s a car with a screw "bralce and braKeraan
platform. Bodies with crane attachment and supporting bracKet,
Figure 7663, are used when they are to "be lowered into an exca-
vation for loading, and the unloading process takes place when
they rest on the frame.
Bodies with crane attachment. Fig. 7664, are used when
the loading is performed, while the "body rests on the frame of
the car, and the unloading taKes place while the body is supported
by the crane. Fig. 1765 shovrs an automatic locking device.
Fig. 7665 shows another type of locking device which
allows the cars to rest in a semi-tipped position, thus facilitat-
ing loading. However, this service does not work automatically.
Fig. 7666 shov;s all steel bumper plates and coupling
device, which are applied to the round channel frame cars.
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Steel dump cars of the rocKer type are made double
side or end dump. They have a similar construction to the
cradle type and have all the advantages of loading and unloading.
The following table gives the dimensions, weight and
cost of the rocKer type of dump car.
Similar -
to
Oapac- : Gauge
of
overall. Dimensions. : Weight,: Price
Figure. : Cu.ft.: TracK.
:
: Length.: Width: Height. : Lbs,
173 : IS : 24 : 6 '-9" *: 4''-0": 3'-S« : 900 : SI. 00
173 : 27 : 24 . 7'- 4" : 4* -2": 3'~11"": 950 : S6.25
173 : HO :. 24 : s'-l" : 4'-ll!' 4'-5"
;
1325 :105.00
173 : 27 : 30 :. S'-S" : 4»-2": 3'-ll" : 1000 : 90.00
173
'
: 40 : 30
'
: s*~l" : 4'-llt' 4'-l" : 1425 !ll6.25
164/5 5^ : 30 : S'-S" : 5*-3": 4' -10";! 1675 >.135.00
173
;
HO : 36 : S'-l" : 4'-ll« 4'-S" : 1500 120.00
164/5 : 54 : 36 ; S'-S" : 5'-3": 4'-il": 1770 • 13s. 75
Cars arc provided with braKe worKlng on all 4 wheels and a plat-
form for the braKcman for I30.OO per car.
Standard "V".
Double side Dump Cars, Rocker Type.
Yards
Capacity.
:
Gauge
,
over-all
: Length. : Width. :: Height.: Wheel.
1
1 1/2
1 1/2
2
: 24"
: 2 4"
: 36 " "
: 36"
:
6 '-2 1/2"
:
7 '-3 5/S"
:
7 '-3 5/S"
:
7 '-5 l/^«
:
4'-10 3/4"
:
5'~7"
:
6 '-6"
:
4'-0"
:
4«-4"
:
4'-5"
: 4'-S"
: 12"
:
14"
: 16"
: 16"
Cars are equipped with roller bearings and round bumper.
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Yards
Capacity.
:
Gauge.
: over-all
: length. Width. : Height.: mieel.
.
2 .36" : 7'-10 7/8":: 6'-7" : 16"
Oars are equipped with roller hearings and spring humper.
: Yards
Capacity. : Gauge."
: Over-all
length. Width. : Height.; Wheel.
:
2 36" \ 7 '-10 7/8^? 6 '-7" :
. 16 " :
3
*
. 36 " . S'-l l/if": 7 '-4- 1/2" : 5 '-6" \: IS " :
4 : 36" 1 10 •-9" : 7'-M- 3/^ i 5 '-9 1/s'? 20 " :
6 :\*S 1/2!•ll'-5" ; S'-5" : 7'-0" : 2 4-" :
Cars are equipped with elliptical spring hearings and spring
bumper.
Yards
Capacity. : Gauge.
.over- all
. length,' : Width. : Height..
. Wheel.,
A- V8 1/2" : ll«-i^" : 7 '-3" : 30" :
12^ \V8 1/2" : 25«-3" : S'-9'' '
. 7 •-'<•" : 33" :
Cars are equipped with elliptical spring hearings and M.C.B.
Coupler.
^Three moulds and arch bar trucks.
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Fig. 5577 (a), page 52, shov/s a PocKer dump car with a
round 'bumper In loading position for eighteen cu. ft. up to
1 1/2 yds. capacity.
Fig. 5577 shov/s same car In dumped position.
Fig. 557s shows a car with square frame and spring
bumper for 2 yds. capacity.
Fig. 5590 shov/s a car v;lth square fraraa dnd spring
bumper for capacities from 3 to 6 yds.
Fig. 5576 illustrated a double side "V" dump car
mounted on double trucks and having three V-shaped bodies.
The car Is generally built for a standard gauge and with a cap-
acity of 12 to 18 cu. yds., each body having a capacity of i-f- to
6 cu. yds. The bodies operate individually, having no con-
nection or relation to each other. This construction also has
an advantage in the event of the car becoming damaged, inas-
much as a body that is damaged and rendered inoperative does
not interfere v/ith the operation of the other two-thirds of
the car. The damaged body can be removed and another body
substituted. These cars can be equipped v/ith hand and air
brakes, M. C.B. automatic couplers and spring draft gears.
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Square Box Side Duinp Cars are built Tor capacities from
1 1/2 to 12 cu. yd. They are designed to dump clear of the tracK
and the dumping method is exceedingly simple and thoroughly relia-
ble. These cars are huilt to any gauge. If the service is
such that the use of no special type of dump car is imperltive,
square "box dump cars are recommended on account of the wide field
of usefulness in which they may he eii5)loyed. While the first
cost is more expensive than the v~shaped car, yet the varied
fields into which they enter, as compared with the limited use of
other carsii. reduce the first cost and maKe them very economical.
However, they are not so extensively used as the v-shaped cars.
Fig. 7671 illustrates two bodies on one frame, which
dump to either side Independently. The bodies are dumped by
means of a crane. Therefore the unloading operation always has
to occur at the same place.
Fig. 7672 illustrates a single body car which may be
dumped to one side only. The car is provided with round channel
frame and is designed for capacities up to 2 cw« yds,
Fif
. 7673 13 a car built in capacities up to 8 cu. yds.
which may be dumped to both sides. This car can be so arranged
that when dumped the door opens automatically.
Fig. 7674 shows the same car in dumped position.
Fig. 7675 shows a slightly different type of car which
may be dumped to either side. This car is very low and has
proved to be especially useful for contractor worK in tunnels.
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Gable Bottom Oars are constructed with gable floors.
They dump simultaneously to both sides, the dump being automati-
cally caused byi the release of levers. They are manufactured
for either light or heavy service, for (iny required gauge and
capacities up to Ho cu, yds. The under frame v/orK may be made
of wood as shown In Fig. 76S1, or of a heavy channel steel as
shown In Fig. 7682.
Fig, 7S63 shov/s an exceedingly low construction. This
type of car Is especially adaptable where the head room Is limi-
ted.
Fig. 76 SM- shows a type of car for the carrying of heavy
loads. This car Is built low and long and is equipped with double
trucKs and spring bumpers.
Fig. 76S5 shows a car with spring bumpers, screw braKe,
and braKeman platform.
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Square Wood Box Dump Cars are made to dump on "both
sides or end. They are made In practically all gauges and capa-
cities. They are built of strong body framing and have tough
timber flooring. The doors are cross-braced and trussed to-
gether, but are pivoted and not subject to shocks. If a rocK
m the load hits the door it can swing out of the way freely.
This is a great advantage over a rigid door. These cars are
made with either a single or double trucK.
"When hauling with a »dlnkey« the double trucK car has
the advantage of being shorter than two single trucK cars vrtiere
they have the same capacity as the double trucK. A six-car
train of S yd. double trucK cars is M-7-ft. shorter than a twelve-
car train of ^ yd. cars and it carries 12 cu. yd. more material.
An IS-ton «dinKey« will haul eight g-yd. cars or fourteen M-yd.
cars, Tlie eight-car train carries 23. g cu. yds. more material
and is 9 ft. shorter than the IM-car train. The additional
capacity is due to heaping up the material on the car. Vfith the
double trucK-car, time is saved in spotting.
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An Idea of the cost of moving earth with small cars Is
given by the follovfing data.
The information was given by Mr. A. William sperry,
engineer and contractor, the worlc having heen done under Mr.
Sperry'3 direction.
The cars used on the worK were all steel dump cars,
manufactured hy the Arthur Koppel Company, of Plttshurgh and New
York. Six to nine cars were used, of 36 cu. ft. capacity, run-
ning on a 2U-in. gauge traclc. These cars weigh 900 li3s. and
stand 4 ft. 2 in. a'bove the top of the rail. They cost about
#80,00 apiece. The rail used was of 20 lb. section, costing about
130,00 per ton.
The excavation was made from a borrow pit alongside a
railroad track, with the result that no ties were needed for
the dirt track, but the rails were laid directly on the old ties
and between the rails of the standard gauge track. In all 2,000
lin. ft. of track were used.
There were 7tOOO cu. yds. of material taken from the
lower pit, and hauled an average of 1,000 ft., down grade, about
one-half being a 2 per cent grade and the other half a 4 per cent
grade. In making the fill, at times the rail was laid on
grades as high as 8 or 10 per cent. The cars would readily
coast from the lower pit, and were drawn back by horses.
The material was a glacial deposit, containing from 15
to 50 per cent of large boulders, IMlly 50 per cent of which had
to be blasted. The cost of blasting is included in the record
of cost given below. These boulders prevented the material from
being classed as eartii, under most specifications for excavation.
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the material would have "been classed as earth and loose rocK,
The cars were tax en to the dump In trains, a hraKe-
man being used on each train. Three to four horses worKed
single, with a driver, hauled the cars hacK to the cut. One man
was also used on the dump, and he also attended to the track ^joric.
A 10-hr. day v/as worked and the follov/lng wages were
paid:
Laborers, ll.HO to 1.65
BraXemen,
. , 1,75
Dumpman,
. 1.75
Firemen, 3,00
Drillers,
, I.65
Single horse and driver,. , 3.00
Prom 35 to M-5 laborers were used on the worK, from 3 to
6 drillers and 2 firemen. The firemen attended to the blasting.
It was necessary to build a ten^jorary trestle across a highway
at a cost of $195.00
The following is the cost per cu. yd. for each item of
the work compiled from the total cost:
Loading cars $0,215
Temporary trestle across highway, 0. 015
Drillers, O.035
Explosives, 0,010
Dumpmen and track work,
. . . , 0.023
Horse and drivers, 0.04-5
Brakemen, 0.022
Freight and hauling on outfit,. 0.025
Depreciation of plant, ( about
7 1/2 per cent, 0.015
Superintendence,
, 0.015
Total,. 0.1^20
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Owing to the large number of boulders in this worK,
scrapers could not have heen used In excavating the material.
The houlders too, were very hard on the cars; nevertj^eless the
cars stood up well under the.worK. Owing to the down grade the
cars were much more economical In doing this work than either
dump carts or wagons would have heen.
The tracK v/orX cost ahout #80 ,00 Tor this joh, this
maKlng an average cost of M- cts, per lln. ft, of tracK laid and
taKen up; but It must be remembered that no ties had to be laid.
It will be noticed that the cost of blasting was M- 1/2
cts, per cu. yd. excavated, more than 75 P^^' cent of the cost being
for drilling. As there were only about 700 cu, yds. of boulders
Tblasted, the cost per cu, yd, for blasting for the boulders ac-
tually blasted was M-5 cts.
The hauling of the material cost nearly 0,7 cts. per
cu. yd, per 100 ft. This Is a very reasonable rate when the
length of haul Is taXen Into consideration.
Mr. J, B, Eveline, of Eveline Bros., contractors, gives
the cost of excavating and transporting earth with small cars at
Attleboro, Mass. The cars used were 1 1/2 yard V-shaped, all
steel cars. They were operated on a 30 In. gauge tracK, and were
ft, 5 m, high, and about 5 ft. 7 in. wide. These cars weigh
1,0S0 lbs. Some of them were equipped with brakes. The average
cost of the cars was ^'90,00, and as HO were used, the total cost
was about $3,600,00 The cars were operated In trains of ^ cars,
and coasted to the dump by gravity, being hauled back to the out
by one horse and a driver. Thus five horses were used for the UO

cars. The dead load pulled DacK "by the horse was about UOO
lbs. A 20-113. rail v/as used, laid oh wooden ties. In all,
2 1/2 miles of tracK was used on the Joh. several turnouts
and sv/ltches were used, thus allovfing the cars to he Kept al-
most continually In motion. Seventy tons of 20 Ih, rails were
used, and, at a price of #32.00 per ton, the cost was #2,240.00
The ties are only split ones or roughly hevm, and spaced on
ahout 3 ft. centers. About 4,000 ties were used. At a cost
of 12 1/2 cts, per tie, the total cost for ties was #500.00
These ties could he used on several jobs. The total cost for
plant outside of small tools was:
40 cars at #90.00, #3,600.00
70 tons rails at #32.00, . , . 2,240.00
4-, 000 ties at 12 1/2 cts. . . 300. 00
Total, 6,340.00
Estimating, interest, depreciation, and repairs to the outfit
at 2 per cent per month, we have a monthly charge of about
#127.00 for the plaitt.
Fig. 1—View Showing Excavation Work in Progress.
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Fig, 'l^ shows character of the material and also of
the worK that was done. The depth of cut averaged from 3 to
12 ft. The material was a boulder clay, consisting of loan,
clay, gravel, and hardpan, and while most of It required "but
little loosening with plcKs, yet some of it had to he drilled
with short holes and shot with 20 per cent dynamite, some
of the worK where the hanKs were low, was worked from on top,
hut most of It was worked from abreast. Men shoveled the
material with short handled shovels.
The excavated material was hauled from 700 to 1,000
ft., the average haul helng about 850 ft. There were go
men employed on the job working under 3 foremen. The v/ages
paid for a 10~hour day were as follows:
Foreman, ^3,00
Laborers, i.so
Drivers, l.gO
Horse, 1.00
During the month of June In 25 working days, 15,000
cu. yds, of material were excavated. The total cost for this
work was as follows:
3 foremen, 25 days, % 375-00
75 men, 25 days, 3 1 375.00
5 drivers, 25 days, 225.00
5 horses, 25 days, 125.00
300 lbs. dynamite at 10 cts., .... 30. 00
Plant charges, (estimated) . , . 127.00
Total, ^i^,257.00
This Includes all cost except general expenses, and
the month's proportion for laying track. The cost per cu. yd.
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Foreman, I 0.025
Loosening and loading, O.223
Hauling, 0.023
Explosives, 0.002
Plant, ........ 9j99§.
Total. 0.2S3
The wages on this 30b were high, iDUt, talcing these
into consideratlJon, the cost is low, for the length of haul.
The Item of transportation for an S50-ft, haul is very low, as
compared to wagon hauling, since it amounts to only 1/4- ct. per
cu. yd. per 100 ft. of haul. The largest item Is that of
loosening and loading, and with wages at #1.50 per day this
cost would be reduced nearly 4- cts. per cu. yd. The charge
of a dollar per day for a horse, covers feed and care, as well
as Interest and depreciation.
HAULING WITH DINKEYS. ~ Small locomotives or "din-
Keys'* are used to furnish the motive power where large Wooden
or stoel cars and steam shovels are used on excavation. The
ordinary "dinKey" travels on a tracK of 3-ft, gage. The size
of dinkey commonly used weighs 8 short tons, and is listed as
having a tractive pull of 2,900 lbs. on a level tracK. The
The loads that a dinkey can pull, however, are much over-
estimated in catalogues, due to too low rolling i^esistances
assumed for cars. Catalogues give the resistance for traction
as 6 1/2 lbs. per short , ton but this applies onlt to the best
of sttindard gauge railway tracks with heavy rails, well bal-
lasted, and with heavy wheel loads. on a contractor's narrow

gauge, light rail track, the resistance to traction Is probably
not much less than 40 lbs. per ton, and at the place where the
cars are loaded It Is doubtless more, due to the dirt on the
rails. Careful tests show that nine cars drawn In trains
at H- 1/2 miles an hour showed from 26 to 66 lbs. resistance
per ton on a level tracK; the 26 lbs, was only for very well
lubricated cars dra^vn In trains of 20 cars. Short trains
( 2 to 4- cars) showed higher resistance than long trains, doubt-
less due to the greater effect of Irregularities In the tracK,
which are more or less counterbalanced In long trains.
Based upon the assumption that the resistance
due to gravity Is 20 lbs. per short ton on a 1 pe jent grade,
and that the tractive power of a locomotive falls off 20 lbs.
for every ton of Its own v/elght for each 1 per cent of grade,
and that the resistance to traction Is Ho lbs. per short ton,
an S-ton dlnKey Is capable of hauling the following loads. In-
cluding the weight of the cars.
Total tons.
Level tracK, ....... 70
1 per cent grade, .... H6
2 " " 33
3 " " 26
4 " " " 21
5 " " " 17
6 " 14
S " " " 10
When heavily loaded, a dlnKey travels 5 miles per hr, on a
straight trade; but when lightly loaded, or on a dovm grade.
It may run 9 miles an hbur.
on short hauls (1,000 ft. or less), one dlnKey
often serves a 1 I/2 yd. shovel. In such cases the dlnKey Is
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not lieavlly loaded, so that It can run fast, and by having
enough men to dump a train of 6 cars In 2 or 3 mlns., a fairly
good daily output of the shovel can be secured*
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STEAM SHOVELS,
*~ — ^ —
In excavating material with a steal shovel It Is neces-
sary; first, to crowd the dipper forv/ard Into the material, with
a horizontal motion; second, to hoist the dipper upward through
the material, with a vertical motion. The dlPPer 1s suspended
hy an adiustahle arm, hinged to a carriage or trolley moving hor-
izontally along a tracKway. The movement or the dipper Is con-
trolled hy cables which run up over a wheel on the end of the
boom and then dov/n to a drum v^hlch Is operated by an engine.
Some shovels are so designed as to require only one
operator or englneman. others require tv/o enginemen for suc-
cessful operation.
In addition to the well knovm function of the steam
shovel in railroad excavation and open cut mining, it is ilKe-
wise used to load blasted rock in stone and cement quarries;
also to dig shale and stiff clay for use in brick plants. Fur-
thermore, in sand and gravel pits and in loading iron ore, it
has been found tp be the most economical machine. Steam shov-
els are of tv«ro types, namely; those in which the boom swings
90" to either side and the body of the shovel remains station-
ary; and those which revolve through a complete circle, thus
enabling them to dig and dump on all sides. Where the exca-
vated material is of value, as in railroad work where the mater-
ial is used in making a fill, the first named type is used. In
trench or canal v/ork, where the material is tjirown out upon a
spoil bank, the revolving steam shovel is most advantageously
used.
The size of shovel to select for any given v/ork de-
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penda upon the yardage of earth In each cut and not upon the
total yardage In the contract. A small 26-ton traction shovel
with 1-yd, dipper should he used for small cuts, where moves
from one cut to another will he frequent. A 33 to 65- ton
shovel with 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 yd. dipper gives the best results
where the cuts are heavy, and moves are not very frequent. A
75 to 90- ton shovel, with 2 1/2 to 3 1/2 yd. dipper should he
used on heavy cuts, where moves are infrequent. In hardpan,
shale and tough materials, a heavy shovel with a small dipper
is necessary. in steam shovel worK, the larger the capacity
the smaller the cost per cu. yd; hence, the larger shovel may
he operated in certain kinds of material at a greatly reduced
cost, as compared with one of the smaller machines. Advertis-
ing catalogues usually give the size of steam shovels by the
capacity of the dipper in cubic yards and the weight of the
whole machine in tons; both shovels should be given for in a
hard material a smaller dipper is used than in a soft material
when working with the same steam shovel. A shovel of any size
is so designed that, when digging in ordinary earth, it can
average 3 dipperfulls per minute, when the dipper arm swings
only 90°. A revolving shovel, digging in average earth, will
average two dipperfulls per minute. shovels are built to run
on standard gauge track, and in operating a shovel it is custo-
mary to use rails in 5-ft. lengths, so that the shovel cuts
5-ft, into a face before it is shifted ahead. The time
required to shift ahead ihay average as low as 3 mins., and
should never average more than 5 minutes.
The following are some of the standard sizes:
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¥ei/?ht
m
t nn s
.
* DlDDer • Goal in
10-hrs . :
In
tons. :
Wn t PiV 1 nIT Ci <J ox X i>
10-hrs.
1 n
gallons.
35 : 1 1/4 : 1,500
^5 : 1 1/2 :
• •
1 : 2,000
35 : 1 3/^
i
1 1/4 : 2,500
65 : 2 : 1 1/2 : 3,000
75 : 2 1/2 :
• * •
2 : 4-, 000
90
• •
: ^ :
• •
2 1/4 : 4,500
The size of dippers, as listed in catalogues, refers to dlp»-
pers heaped full of loose earth. The actual place measure
averages from 20 to 30 per jeht less than the listed capacity
of a dipper, for not every dipper goes out full, and even if
it does the earth is not as compact in the dipper as in place
On the basis of 2 dippers loaded per minute of
actual worK, we have the following for dippers of different
sizes:
' Pippor : Output In nuhin vnTris. •
: Nominal : Actual.
: (Average).
\
Steadily,
: 10 hrs. .
: Shoveling :
: 5 hrs. :
: Yds . : Yds. :
: 1 ]
:
: S40 : 420 :
: 11/2: 1.0 : 1200 600 :
: 2 : 1.4 ; 16S0 : S40 :
: 21/2:
1 . 1 .t
1.7 : 2040 : 1020 :
Occasionally, under exceptionally favorable conditions, a
shovel may average 6 or 6 I/2 hrs. of actual shoveling per 10-
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hr. clay, lout 5 hrs. out of 10 Is a very good average. The
necessary delays of shifting the shovel ahead, sv^ltchlng the
trains, moving the shovel tacK to start a new swath, etc.,
Keep the shovel Idle about half the time.
The v/ldth of the cut or swath excavated "by a shovel
varies from 18 ft. for the smallest shovels to 40 ft. for the
largest. The height of the face in tough material should not
be higher than the dipper can reach, that is, 14- to 20 ft.
Too high a face is treacherous, for the shovel may he hurled hy
a slide.
The height of the face of the cut has a marked in-
fluence on the output of ^ shovel. Shallow cuts are expensive
not only on account of frequent moves, hut because a full dipper
cannot he averaged where the height of the face of the cut
hecomos much less than one and a half or tvro times the depth
of the hucKet, '
In addition to the lost time of shifting the shovel,
there is more or less lost time switching cars up to the shovel,
on "through cut" v;orK this lost time of switching is greater
than on "side cut" v/orK. On "through cut" worK only one or
tv/ci- cars can come up on the tracK alongside the shovel, the
car track being in the bottom of the cut. In "side cut" work
a full train ol" cars can come alongside the shovel, one car
being loaded after another until the train is loaded.
Traction shovels weighing 26 tons, or less, may be
had, and they do not require rails to run upon, but are pro-
vided with broad-tired traction wheels. In shallow work v^here
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moves are frequent, the traction shovel can be used to the best
advantage.
There are frequently conditions that make it cheaper
to use wagons instead of cars for hauling the earth away, in
such cases a large dipper should never he used, for so much
earth would spill over the sides of the wagon as to hlocK the
road and delay the movement of the wagons, even when a snatch
team is used. All/2 yd, hucKet is as large as should he
used for loading vmgons.
Gillette states that the cost of operating a 55~ton
shovel is ordinarily ahout as follows:
1 foreman,
. $5,00
1 engineman, H-,oo
1 craneman, 3.50
1 fireman, ... ......... 2.00
6 pitmen, at $1.50, ............ 9. 00
1 night watchman, 2.50
2 enginemen on 2 dinkeys, at #3.00,. .... 6.00
2 trainmen, at #2.00, 4.. 00
^ dumpraen, at il.50,., 6.00
10 tracKmen, at |J1.50, 15. 00
1 pumpman, 2.30
hlacKsmlths, carpenters, etc., on repairs, 12.00
2 water hoys, at #1.00,. 2,00
Supplies for repairs, 6.00
Coal, 1,3 tons for 1 shovel, at #4.00, ... 5. 20
Coal, 0.6 ton for 2 dinkeys, at f4-.00, ... 2.U0
Coal, 0.2 ton for 1 pump to supply water,.
. o.SO
Oil and waste,
. 1,00
15 per cent interest and depreciation on
#15,000 plant, distributed over 150
days v/orked per year, 15,00
Total, per 10-hr day,
. . . # 103,90
The 10 trackmen are engaged in grading for new tracks,
track-shifting, etc. The M-dumpmen must be increased to 8
durapmen where the material is not dumped through trestles, and
where long train s are hauled . The 6 Pitmen keep the bottom of
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the pit level for the shovel tracK, shift the sections of tracK
clear away the spilled material from the car tracK, etc. In
heavy cuts requiring Infrequent shifting of tracks, and where
tracks are well laid the number of trackmen may he reduced.
Estimating the dally output of a 55-ton shovel as
900 cu, yds. the cost Is slightly less than 12 cts. per cu.yd.
In this case the shovel, was considered to make three dipper-
fulls per minute,
SAVING IN TEAM TIJ/IE EFFECTED BY TliE STEAJ^t SHOVEL. -
Any comparison between the steam shovel and hand labor must be
considered as approximate and subject to rather wide variations
depending upon the nature of the material being handled, the
efficiency of the labor and the special conditions under which
the work Is being presented. The more difficult the material,
the greater the advantage for the shovel, whose output is not
so seriously affected in rough stony work as is that of the
hand shoveller.
Six to eight men will load a two yard wagon in from
six to twelve minutes, say eight minutes as an average.
The shovel will load the same wagon in one to two
minutes, an average saving of six minutes per wagon or three
minutes per yard.
The great advantage of the shovel for getting teams
away quickly when bunched and thus overcoming a frequent source
of trouble in team work yd.ll be appreciated. "When teams are
so bunched the delay in loading by hand affects not alone the
team being loaded but the others that are waiting.
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It Is "believed that an average saving of three
minutes per yard for the shovel Is conservative.
GAIH IN TIME >'0R VARIOUS OUTPUTS.
J+OO yds, per day at 3 minutes- 1200 mln. or 20 hrs. at 9.00
500 " " " " " " 1500 " " 25 " " " 11,25
600 " " " " " " isoo " 30 " •« 13.50
COST OF OP>JIlATING TliE SHOVEL.
No. Shovel for 400 to 500 yards.
Wages of operator, 3. 00 to 14-. 00
" " fireman, 1.75 to 2.00
" »• two laborers, 3. 00 to 3. 50
1/2 ton of coal, I.50 to 2,00
Oil and supplies, .50 to 1.00
Total, 9.75 to 12,50
No. 1 shovel for 500 to 600 yards.
Wages of operator, 3.50 to 5. 00
" « fireman, 1.75 to 2. 00
" " two laborers, 3.00 to 3.50
3/14- ton coal, 2.25 to 3. 00
Oil and supplies, .75 to 1,00
Total, 11.25 to 14-, 50
It will be noted that the estimated saving In team
time practically equals the cost shown for operating the shovel.
If this Is true the economy actually derived from the shovel
would equal the entire cost of loading by hand methods ai d
v/hlch may run from 12 cents to 25 cents per yard depending upon
conditions.
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SAVING EFFECTKD WITH STEAM SHOVEL DAILY.
Output Moo yards - If hand loading costs 10 cents, HO. 00
II II II II 12 H8.00
« M « " 15 60.00
" M »• "20 " 80.00
output 500 yards - " " " " 10 " 50.00
»» " »• " 12 " 60.00
u II w II 15 II 75.00
Output 600 yards - " « " " 10 " 60.00
It II n 11 12 72,00
SAVING Ei'FECTED WITH STEAM SHOVEL ON JOBS.
Total yardage 5000 - If hand loading costs 10 cents. 500,00
II It II II 12 II 600,00
n w II II 15 II 750.00
II II II II 20 II 1000.00
TotDl yardage 10000- It II II II 10 If 1000.00
It II 11 II 12 If 1200.00
11 II II u 15 It 1500.00
Total yardage 20000- II II n II 10 It 2000.00
II 11 11 11 12 H 2400.00
II II II II 15 11 3000.00
Total yardage HOOOO- 11 II II II 10 If HOOO.OO
II II It It 12 It H600.00
II u II II 15 It 6000.00
Many contractors permit the shovel to save its entire purchase
price or more.
This value corresponds closely to the following
steam shovel worK done at Newcomb Pit, on the Chicago, Mil-
waukee and St. Paul R.R,
STATEMENT OF STEAM SHOVEL WORK ON THE CHICAGO MILWAUKEE AIJD ST.
PAUL R.R, AT NEWCOIID PIT DURING THE MONTH OF MARCH, 1909.
Shovel - BUCYRUS, No.U-53, 2 1/2 yd. dipper, 65- tons.
Engines - prairie type, 3 in use; tractive pov/er, 33,300 Ihs.
Cars - Western dump, average load 12.6 yds.
Trains - one engine handling 13 leads, and a caboose per train.
Yardage - 68,000 cu. yds. handled in 27 working days, 10 hrs.
each.
Yard Miles - 308,780
Average haul - i|-,5H miles. Rate of ascending grade against
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loads, Sg.OO ft. per mile.
TOTAL COST, LABOR
Steam shovel roll ISI5.6M
section labor, . 99.9M- 1915.5S
WOEK TRAIN SERVIC5 -
Conductors, 95. S at 3.68. 352.54-
BraKemen, 19I.6 at 2.53 ^^.73
Engineers, 95.S at M-.UO . . . . . . . . . . . M-21.52
Firemen, 95. S at 2.95 282,61
768 tons coal at U-.OO 3072.OO
1,906,000 gal. water ( 255,^6 cu.ft
at .07 - 100 ft. ) 178.83
9 5. 8 Eng. days for supplies at .32 . . . 30.66
81.0 Eng. days for depreciation at 2.03. 16^.^3
81.0 Eng. days for repairs at 3.00 . . , 243.00
81.0 Eng. days for interest at 2. 03. » . 16M-.43 539M-.77
COAL USED BY STEAM 8110VEL.
172.8 tons at if. 00 , 691. 20
8001.55
LESS CAMP CREDITS (PROFITS) -
Boarding camp, 27
Commissary, 15.74 190.01
7811.54
68,000 cu. yds. handled during month -
17811.54 -5- 68,000 = $0.1148 per yard.
The material cars used In the above work were Western
Air Dump Cars of 12 yds. capacity.
(Note. - It will be noted that the cars were dumped
and brought bacK to place by air, operated from the engine, no
laborers being used, the conductor and braKeman unfastening and
fastening the chains which hold the beds in position, on ac-
count of the location of this particular worK the cost of coal
was very high and March weather conditions are not favorable to
doing worK at minimum costs.)
The above Is an exceptionally good record and the
average contractor would probably not do as well. The 65 ton
machine is no longer m^anufactured but the 70--C corresponds to
it in point of engine power and efficiency.
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The cost of loading blasted rocK In a stone quarry
with the 70-C would \)G about 3 cts. per cu. yd. The capa-
city in a daj^ of 10 hours would be in the neighborhood of
1200 yards. The follovang table gives approximate cost of
loading blasted rocK:
1 engineer, 12^.00
1 craneman, . 90.00
1 Y/atchman, 60.00
1 fireman, 60.00
4- pitmen, 182,00
Coal, allowing two tons per day,
at #3.50 per ton, 1S2.00
Oils, waste, and supplies,. . , I5.00
Repairs and renev/als, ..... 50. 00
Interest on investment - per
month, 50.00
Total, $ SIH-.OO
Isi^.OO divided by 26 days equals 31 and a fraction, which
maKes the cost $.026 per yard.
The 95-0, the weight of which is about I07 tons, has
mined in lihe neighborhood of 5000 tons a day, at a cost of
about 2jzf per ton.
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The following tables give an estimate of cost of
handling earth with Thew No.O and No.l shovels when there is a
faill and a limited output.
ESTIiaTEi: COST OF HAMDLING MATERIAL
WITH NO.O and NO, I SHOVELS.
Type No. Shovel .
Pull output. Limited output.
Wages of engineer, .... 3. 00 to ^.00 2,30 to 3.50
" " fireman,, .... 1.75 to 2.00 Hone,
" " laborers, (2) . . 3. 00 to 3.50 (1)1.50 -.0 1,75
Steam coal, (1000 lbs) . . I.50 to 2. 00 1,25 to 1.50
Oil, supplies, and repairs .50 to .75 .30 to .50
9.75 to 12,25 5.55 to 7.25
Allowance for Interest and
depreciation, . 1.50 to 2.50 1.50 to 2.50
11.25 to 14.75 7.05 to 9.75
Estimated output, 300 to HOO I50 to I75
cost per yard, M-/ to 5/ to 5 l/2jzf
Type No. 1 Shovel .
3.00 to 4.00 2.50 to 3.30
" fireman, .... 1.75 to 2.00 None.
Laborers on ground, (2). . 3.00 to 3.50 (1)1.50 to 1.75
Steam coal, (2000 lbs) . . 3.00 to 4-. 00 2.50 to 3.00
Oil, supplies, and repairs .50 to 1.00 ,50 to .75
11.25 to 14-. 50 7.00 to 9.00
Allowance for interest and
depreciation, . 2.00 to 3.00 2.00 to 3.00
13.25 to 17.50 9.00 to 12.00
Estimated output. 500 to 600 200 to 300
Cost per yard. 2 1/2)^ to 3 l/2)Z^ 3/ to 6/

V
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THe Sibley Quarry Company of Sibley, Michigan, use
a Giant Class a 120 ton shovel with a dipper for load-
ing blasted rock into cars. The material is blue and gray
lime rock, which is blasted before loading and the shovels
work in a face of this rock about 35 feet high. Wien the
rock is blasted, some of the pieces are left as large as five
cubic yards in size. These are picked up by the shovel and
thrown over to one side, where they are reblasted to a size
acceptable to their crusher plant. The balance of the mater-
ial is loaded by the shovel into U-yd. dump cars. They give
the cost of loading this rock as about s cts. per cu. yd.
In the manufacture of cement heavy duty steam shovels
are used. The follov^lng taole Indicates the size of dipper
to be used with heavy duty shovels working In shale, loose
or blasted rock:
:~ 120 tons,
: 1 10 "
: 95
: 75
65 "
: M-5 "
This shows the size of the dipper to be small in com-
oarlson to that used when the shovel is working in average
earth.
The Burt Portland Ce ent Company, of Bellevue, Mich.,
use a 120-ton shovel with a 5-y(i. dipper for loading cement
rock without blasting. The cost of this work, over a period
of several years, has averaged about 12 cts. per cu. yd.
5 cu.
^ "
3 1/2
2 1/2
2
1 1/2
yd. dipper.
it
n
tf
If
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GIANT CLASS A 120-TON STEAM SHOVEL DIGGING CEMENT ROCK WITHOUT BLASTING.
BURT PORTLAND CEMENT CO.. BELLEVUE. MICH.
LITTLE GIANT STANDARD STEAM SHOVEL LOADING HLASTED ROCK. BUFFALO CEMENT CO.

1910-1911
Probl.^iii 1+.. Design of a UelnTorcod Concrete iliaatic Arcr. x.ing
Genc^ral Inotruct ions .
3iae Oi tlrvv/inb oJieet lo 22'' x 30"r ^oorder 20''- x zr>'''\ ma
Usf! a nard p.^ncll and draw oharp lin^o 30 that cUGtar.cea may
to sC'^.lcsd cioo-^lYo
Gc^.l(» oi Arch r:ing: 1" 2*;- aoale of force po?i,v^onr, i'- •: 2000#
Drn;.^' tnft arch ring in th.'i upp.-^r l^f t cornc^r of tna oji?^t
.
Dri f th^^ forc^ T:Olyt:on r;;iinodiM,t':>ly "c-^.iow iho. iron*
Data*
Cl'^ar span - 30 . • r rise 6»t f^ 500#;- fg ~ 150007^:- shear in
coricrete alone UO//r In r-'^ infer c&d concrete - 100#;- tonci
str-^ss ~ so//;- n - 13',' - 30,000.000,,. ilo tension Ig ai-
lo'ved in th***. concret.'^o Uae P = »6o(;o
Dead Load: Concrete ~ 15»0# per cu^ ft«., s^arth filling; IOC'// pc^r
cu. ft,. Earth fill. la 2 foot thicK at the crov/n.
Live Load;- 200# pc^r squar,"? foot o Assuuie the live load as ex-
tending over only th'^ rifeht half of ths arch.
All loads are considered as acting v -irticai.iyo .l^^l'o iiorizontal
com-onent of the earth pr3ssur^ is conGiaered>
De3ign::
1* Det'^rmine the thiclcnesd of the arch at the crown,
. t S + - + — (Live Load) -I- (Dead Load)
10 1000 10000
in inches
Z, Lay out an arch ring having a three centered intrados and
a circular segiiiental extrado.s, iuakini^" the thicliness: at the
3psc:inging line 2,5 t*
3, Dra^-^ the arch axis ini.i.vray "betvjeen intr.-taos ?ind extrados,.
Divide the arch ring ty planes at right angles to the axis
of the ring, inairing 9^. constants ifaice at least five
divisions in each h.ilf of the arch rlng>. This :na.-; te
done iL:raphicaliy or according to Art, 17^?, p,. 341,.
AssuiTie the steel to be oyinmetr ically placed
J
the clistance
tetv^een the centers of gravity of the t^vo ro'/s loeing 0,7
of the radial thic>:n.?ss >
5> Lay off the dividions u: on the arch ring and nurnter the
divisiors froin left to ri.:Cnt along the axis,.
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SPECIAL STEAM SHOVELS of the revolving type are
designed so that they can toe operated by only one man.
They are especially adapted for brlcK manuTacturer' s use.
The following sizes are used by the smaller plants.
15 ton 1/2 yd. dipper :
25 « ;; 3/^ II •
30 II : 1 » It ;
35 If ; 1 1/4 " II ;
The capacities of these shovels vary from 200 to
700 cu. yds. per lo-hr. day. These shovels though idle half
of the time will load the clay at about I/3 the cost of hand
labor.
For bricK plants of larger capacities, shovels
ranging in sizes from M-5 to 70 tons are used, the cost
averaging about 3 cts. per cu. yd. in clay and about 5 cts.
in shale.

GIANT No. 2 REVOLVING SHOVEL, equipped with lon^f (iii)per haiulle for trench woric Owned by Jiimes Piikington, New York,

91.

92.
Revolving Steam Shovel Digging Clay. W. J. Spear, Toledo, Ohio
I
BOOM RAISED, SHOWING HIGH DUMP

93.
Little Giant Steam Shovel Digging Clay. National Fireproofing Co., Hobart, Indiana

120-Ton Steam Shovel Digging Solid Shale without Blastinc;
CoFFEVviLLE Vitrified Brick and Tile Co.
,
Cherryvale, Kansas
75-Ton Steam Shovel Dic;ging Shale without Blasting
Coffeyville Vitrified Brick and Tile Co., Coffeyville, Kansas

95.
In cases where the conditions are favorable for a
steam shovel on trench worK, the shovel is equipped with a
dipper handle from 20 to 30 feet long, which enables them
to dig trenches from 3 to 20 feet wide and from 6 to 20 feet
deep, TVhere small pipe lines are being laid the shovel digs
the material at the front, and swings through a half circle
and deposits It in the trench at the rear, after the pipe
has been laid, thus putting in the bacK fill with the one
operation. The actual cost of digging the trench by this
method is very low, provided the cost of blocKing up the
shovel is not increased too much by caving in of the sides of
the trench.

96,
LITTLE GIANT TRENCH SHOVEL DIGGING A SEWER TRENCH 20 FEET DEEP IN ST. LOUIS, MO. THE PIPE UNE
20,000 FEET LONG AND 7 FEET IN DIAMETER. PARKER-WASHINGTON CO., CONTRACTORS.

97.

FRONT VIEW LITTLE GIANT TRENCH SHOVEL.

99.
The prices of steam shovels range from about #^1-, 000. 00
to $10,000.00, or approximately $130.00 per ton. The depre-
ciation usually amounts to about 9 Per cent. Of course, there
is a great variation in depreciation owln^ to the treatment to
which the shovejL is subjected. Estimating interest at 6 per
cent and depreciation at 9 per cent, gives a total of 15 per
cent. This is the amount usually considered by contractors.

100.
ELECTRIC SII0VEL8, - It Is frequently desirable to
maKe use of power shovels under conditions that preclude the
use of steam. "Where fuel or water are not available, or for
operations In tunnels, underground mines, or confined spaces.
It is at times possible to substitute electrical power. For
such requirements ;,he engines and boilers of the standard
machines are replaced by electric motors of suitable design.
Any one of the various forms of electrical current in commer-
cial use can be adapted to sefvlce of this nature and any
shovel can be equipped for electrical operation. For such
installations the motors are especially adapted to the re-
quirements which are both peculiar and severe.
The current is preferably received through contact
rings on the trucK frame, to which are connected flexible
cables from the feed line» These cables are v^ound around a
spool which unv/inds as the shovel moves forward, With this
arrangement the feed wires do not have to be lengthened every
time the machine shifts forward.
Electric shovels worK more economically than steam
shovels but the original cost is greater due to the high cost
of the heavy electric machlnei^y.
These machines are used to great advantage by electric
railroads.

101.

Electric Shovel Digging Gravel Ballast, W., N. Y. & P. T. Co., Olean, New York.

103»

EXCAVATORS.
Excavators differ from stearn shovels In several ways,
viz., (1) shovels aci: away from tholr power anci machinery vmile
excavators act towards their engines; (2) the dipper on a shov-
el Is held rigidly In the ground by the boom and dipper arm; the
'
bucKet on the excavator Is loosely suspended from the end of the ,
"boom by blocKs and cables; (3) shovels travel on the excavated
floor; excavators travel on the top of the cut; (4) excavators
require a larger gauge tracK than shovels; (5) excavators are
|
more awKward to move any considerable distance (say 1/2 mile);
(6) excavators v/orK slower than shovels.
Hence, It Is seen that these tv/o machines are not
rivals. The excavator Is designed for digging drainage and Ir-
rigation ditches, for use In gravel pits, digging cellars, strip-
ping coal, road and street worK, and I'or other similar purposes.
This machine will operate in anv Kind of soil v/hich does not re-
quire blasting.. The "cut" at the end of this article shows a
Li dgerwood-Crawford Excavator v/ith a Page Scraper BucKet oper-
ating in from 6 to 24- inches of frozen "Red Horse".
The general operation of an excavator resembles closely
that of a revolving steam shovel. The boom and its controlling
machinery is located upon a turntable, which consists of two
rail circles, one secured to each of the upper and lov/er frames.
The height of the bucKet is controlled by the cables running up
over the end of the boom. The bucKet is filled by winding the
cable over a drum and dragging the bucKet tov/ards the machine.
The digging or pulli. g line attached to the bail of the
bucKet and also to the lower drum of the main engine, after Bas-

105.
through a padlocKed carriage. Is drav/n tovmrds the machine until
the bucket Is filled. The Toot-lDraKe of the lower drum Is then
applied, the pneumatic control reversed, ahd the bucket hoisted
hy the application of the friction of the upper drum of the main
engine, the operator In the meantime paying out on the digging
or pulling line hy his foot-brake. The pneumatic power to the
swinging engine is then applied, the machine is s\7ung to the point
of dumping, the foot removed from the brake holding the bucket in
a horizontal position, and the bucket then dumps automatically
by gravity. The pneumatic power Is then applied to the swing-
ing engine again, which turns the ubper turntable of the machine
to the desired point of digging, the bucket is dropped to the
ground and the operation is repeated. This machine shifts its
own track sections, thus dispensing with a number of track men.
For continuous work the moving does not count much as
It only moves 10 feet at a time, and before it needs moving again
It v/lll move from 250 to 300 cu. yds. of earth. Removing the
front stop blocks and dropping the bucKet Into the ground In the
direction desired to move, the machine pulls itself forv/ar-d and
Is ready for work.
Excavators are operated by two different methods; (1)
bv using a traction steam of gasoline engine to IMrnish power;
(?) by placing stationary engines upon the turntable, as In re-
volving shovels. The traction engine Is used most advantageously
in street or road work. In digging cellars, ahd where moves
are frequent. The Avery Company of Peoria, Illinois, manufacture
a machine used with a traction engine, which finds no difficulty
m going over country roads.
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109.
Copyrighted 19U9. Ijy Liilgerwood Mfg. Co., Chicago, III
"Lidgerwood=Crawford Class B Scraper Bucket Excavator." Interior of engine house on Excavator,
showing special three=druni outfit, the third drum used for "topping" the boom.
Copvriglited 19119, Ijy Lidgerwood Mfg. Co.. Chicago, 111.
"Lidgerwood=Crawford Class B Scraper Bucket Excavator" engine set up complete, preparatory to
\
loading on jjarge for transportation up Mississippi River to destination.

110

Ill
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''opyrighted 1909, by I.iilgerwooil Mfg. Co., Chiiiigo, III.
'*Page" Scraper Bucket with Teeth.
The drag line scraper "bucKets used on the various
types of excavators differ only in detail. The Page scraper
BucKet Is a good example of this type and the preceding cut
shows the construction. These "bucKets are "built In the fol-
lovrlng sizes:
5/4- cu. yd.
1 II II
1 1/2 " «
2 M
2 1/2 « «
The use of the 2 1/2 yd. iDUcKet Is not recommended, as a smaller
"bucKet can be handled much more rapidly, with better results at
a less expense of power.

114-.
The price of excavators ranges from |6,000. to ^9,000
•
an SO-ton machine costing #8,500. f.o.t. at the factory. To
this cost, from $800. to #1,000. should he added as the cost
of erection.
Using a 2 1/2 yd. hucKet. the cost of operating an SO-
ton machine Is as follows
Per 10-hr. Day.
1 operator, at 50/$ pr.hr 5. 00
1 flreirian, at 20/ " " 2.00
1 man and team to haul coal and
water at
^Qf^ per hour, 4.00
2 track men at 15)Z^ pr. hr. . . . 5. 00
l^ per cent on #10,000. plant at
#4.00 distributed over 150 days
v/orKed per year, 10.00
Total per 10-hr. day. , . 29.30
This machine can easily average 2 cu. yds. per minute
and will he in operation at least 0.6 of the lo-hr. day. This
would give a cost of approximately 4 cts. per cu. yd:
The cost of stripping coal at Tofleld, Alherta, Canada,
with an SO-ton Llcigerwood-orav/ford Excavator and all/2 yd. Page
scraper BucKet gave a cost of slightly over 5 cts. per cu, yd.
The hucket may be detached and the excavator used as a
locomotive crane and where conditions are unfavorable the drag
line bucKet may be replaced by either an orange-peel or a clam-
shell bucket.
Two Lldgerwood-Crawford scraper bucKet excavators,
weighing 40 tons each, were used on contract 61 of the New York

115.
Barge Canal. Contract 61 lies In the neighborhood of BrocKport,
on the 60 mile level between Rochester and Lockport.
one operator, one rireman, and three men to shirt and
level up the tracK were needed Tor each machine.
The excavators were operated entirely on the hanKs,
opposite each other, one on each side of the canal, even after
the canal prism was drained at the close of navigation.
The average excavation per station v;as 2000 yds. for
the whole length of the contract. The machine tooK out about
90 per cent of the total excavation, leaving 10 per cent to
be trimmed by hand.
on part of this worK it was necessary for one machine
to rehandle the spoil excavated by the other. in such places
the yardage to be removed from one side of the canal was not
sufficient for the embanKment on that side, and consequently
Garth taKen from place by the machine on the opposite bank was
thrown in the center of the canal in order that the other machins
could pick it up.
The following details from the excavation records indi-
cate the amount of work that can be expected from machines of
this size and type. The work previous to November 15 was really
dredging, since the water was still in the canal and navigation
was in progress. After that date the canal was drained, though
sufficient water was allowed to remain in the bed to give materiJi
for wet embankment. Reference ts made to the excavators by num-
ber, and a day is here taken to mean a single ^hour shift.

116.
TTOEK OF 1 1/2 YD. SCRA.PER BUCKET EXCAVATORS.
Month. Machine.
;
Days .
worKed.
:
. Distance;
moved. rt;
. Ou.yd. :
.
moved.
August ; No.l ! 26 :: 500 :. 7277 :
Septeinber. .
:
No . 1 : 25 : 650 : 9580 :
September.
.
: No. 2 : 25 : 750 : 5^22 :
October. . . : No.l ;: 24 : 650 : 8620 :
November. . : No.l : zn- : 500 : 62S0 :
December. . : No.l : 575 : 5782 :
December. . : No. 2 : 24 ;: 500 : 4921 :
January. . . . No.l : 23 : 1100 : 5070 :
January. . . . NO. 2 : 22 : 700 : 3296 :
or the two machines No. 2 worKed constantly at a dis-
advantage, for the material handled by it v^ent Into embankment
,
where bad material could not be deposited and rocKs had to be
removed. No. 1, on the other hand, spoiled most of its mater-
ial, and threw the remainder to the center of the bed of the
canal, whence It was rehandled by the other machine. The
records for No. 2 arc not given in the table for all months.
This is due to difficulty in estimating the quantity of re-
handled material. In November, for example, most of the worK
of No. 2 consisted in rehandling and the total output of the
two machines, excavation paid for only once, was 10.272 cu.
yd. for the 24 woi^King days. No record was kept of the amount
spoiled directly by No. 1 and of the remaining yardage re-
handled by No. 2

117.

lis.
( (jpyriglited 1909, l)y Liilgerwooil Mfg. Co., t'liicago, 111.
"Lidgerwood=Crawford Class A Scraper Bucket Excavator." One of two Class A excavators on
Northern Pacific Ry. construction work at Woodland, Wasliington.

119.
"Lidgerwood=Crawford Class A Scraper Bucket Excavator," cutting waterway through
a cypress swamp at Qentilly, Louisiana.







12 3.
I o|i.\ riiililcl liMHI, l,y I,i,lf;(M\voo(l Mfs;.('.i,, ( 'li li;Lj{c), III.
A Class B "Licl}jervvood=Crawford" Excavator, mounted on a barge, digging in water.
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SKID EXCAVATORS. - The hoisting engine and machinery
and the hoom of a SKld Excavator Is mounted upon a heavy timber
frame v/orK which moves by sliding along on skids. This machine
may he placed upon a flat car, and transported from place to
place and used as a travelling excavator, without being Knocked
from the car.
The SKld Excavator differs from the Locomotive Orane
In that the main body Is stationary, thus only perinlttlng the
boom to swing through an arc of 180°.
The first cost and cost of operation of this machine
Is practically the same as that of a locomotive crane.

This SKid Excavator was used for digging lock founda-
tions on tne Hennopin Canal. The material was sand, clay and
gravel.
owing to tne width or the Hennepin Canal on which the
8kid Excavators, shown a^ove, were operated, two machines with
90 foot booms were used.

129.
bliov.xi.b ^i^^' '^j- ^ -.xcavators and inc land through
which the canal was dug. After clearing the ground some of
t:he larger stumps were blasted while the smaller ones were
removed tiy tno bucKet without "blasting.
i
This illustration shows at)Out 600 feet of the finished
canal, into which the water has heen allowed to run. In the
distance can be seen the excavators which operate 11/4- cu. yd.
orange peel buckets ,

130.
SKld Excavators were used for straightening the
Mohav/K River at Utica, N.Y. The machine shown above operates
an orange peel "b-QCKet.
This Illustration shows the Hayvrard orange Peel
BucKet in the Excavation, and gives a much better Idea of the
material handled.

A one cubic yard Slcid Excavator Is shomi above, the
Orange peel BucKet as well as the machine is operated, "by a
standard contractor* s engine.
The illustration shov7s a small sized sxid Excavator
used at Cape Nome, AlasXa, for digging gold bearing soil.

152.
THE TRAVELLING- DERRICK OP RAILROAD EXCAVATOR. - This
machine Is the same as the sKld excavator, only the travelling
^"derrlcK is mounted on trucKs of either standard or wide tracK.
The following cuts taKen on the Hennepin Canal, MohawK
River, U. S. Reclamation Service, and the Erie Canal, give a good
Idea of the operation of the Travelling DerrlcK and the SKld
Excavator,
Both machines use the orange-peel or clam shall
bucKets.

135.
The machine shovm Is a travelling excavator v/hlch may "be used as
a derricK vihen not operating the bucKet.

A machine which may mounted on an ordinary flat car
Is shovm above. The boom Is stationary but can be fitted with a
variable lift when required. A standard contractor's engine Is
used for operating the bucKet,
one of the ten Railroad Excavators furnished the Florida
East Ooast Railroad. Gas engines are used for operating the
Haywai'd orange peel BucKets, employed in raaKlng railroad embanK-
ments along the line of their railway.

135. i!
II
LOCOMOTIVE CRAl^, A locomotive crane closely resembles
a steam shovel. In fact, most steam shovels or excavators may be
used as a locomotive crane when a longer and lighter boom Is sub-
stituted Tor the standard boom, and auxiliary mechanism is added
to secure the usual derricKlng motion for varying the radius of
the boom.
An orange-peel or a clam shell bucKet is always used
in coiinection with the locomotive crane on eai'thworK. A loco-
motive crane, so equipped, will worK in average earth, this
being anything that can be plowed v;ith a two horse team.
This machine is made to run on a standard gauge tracK
and is also furnished with wide tires so that it can be run on
the ground.
A locomotive crane can be operated at a lower cost
than either the steam shovel or excavator as it would not re-
quire a fireman and probably not the two laborers who act as
"flunKles",
1]
An orange-peel or a clam shell bucKet would not average
more than one half full, but an ordinarily sKlllful operator
would probably maKe two trips per minute, thus giving a theoret-
ical hourly capacity of 60 cu. yds. with a 1 yd. bucKet. The
crane, owing to delays in moving up to the worK, waiting for carsi'
or v/agons, etc., would not actually worK more than 7 hours, so
if 10 yds, is deducted from the theoretical hourly capacity, to
taKe care of unforseen delays, the daily capacity would be 350
cu. yds. per 10-hr. day.
Cranes cost approximately the same as steam shovels,
from $M-,000. to |9.000, 1

136.
Considering one costing ^6,000. the dally cost of
operation would be:
1 engineer, ..... ^3.50
1 man and team hauling
fuel and water, . . 4.00
Fuel, 3/4- ton, ... I.50
Oil, waste., etc., . . .50
Repairs, depreciation,
and Interest, 15 P.ct. 6.00
Total, per 10-hr. day, ^15*50
This gives a cost of nearly 5 cts. per cu. yd. v;ith
very limited output.

137.

13S.
A crane mounted on a flat car and propelled forward
and "bacKv/ard toy a small engine is shovm above. A machine of. this
description was used on the extension of the Florida East Coast
Railway.
Corallne rocK was used for ballasting portions of the
Florida East Coast Railway, After blasting it was loaded into
cars with an orange-peel bucKet operated by a locomotive crane.

159.

BUCKETS.
ORANGE PEEL BUCKET. - The opange-peel bucXet consists
of a frame from vrhich are suspended a nuunber of spherical tri-
angular spades which are forced vertically Into the ground t)y
their own weight. The pull upon the bucket to lift It out
of the ground draws these triangles together and Incloses the
earth to ho excavated. These hucKcts are constructed with
three or more curved triangular blades and v/hen closed form a
tight semi- spherical bowl. Either wire rope or chain is used
In operating the bucket.
This bucket will work in any earth that can be plowed
with a two-horse plow. It Is used in connection with the lo-
comotive crane, the skid excavator, travelling derrick, and
with dredges.

14-1.
STAITOAKD ORA.NGE PEEL BUCKETS. - This type of bucket
l3 adapted to all classes of dredging and excavating, and Is
also used in the West for handling run of mine coal from "barges.
The blade arms, connecting the blades to the lower
center casting, are straight, thus allowing a greater aiiiount of
clearance in the bowl when the bucKet is closing and closed,
outside shaft bearings are used on bucKets of 21 cu.
ft. capacity and larger.
•
*
«
•
Capacity. : Approximate
. weight m
: Pounus.
: Closed
: Diameter :Height
: Net
•
: ft. in. : ft .in. : Price.
•
: 1 125 • X Q7 : 2 6 ) 113.75
*: 2 *: 4-50 • c. /
;
^ 9 : 162. 5Q
•
cubic Feet 900
)
^ 2
*: 4- 9 : 292.50
•
: 7 Cubic Feet *: 1000 ) 3 6 5 ; 308.75
*: 9
•
Cubic Feet *: 1100 *^ 5 10 5 2
•
' 325.00
cubic Feet : 2150 : 4- 5 *: 6 4- : 4-71.25
*:i5 Cubic Feet 3750 *• 5 *• 7 9
•
: 650.00
•
: 1 Cubic Yard 4-200 *• 5 8 8 • 682.50
•
: 1 l/M- cubic Yards 4-750 : 6 8 3 *• 780.00
•
: 1 1/2 cubic Yards : 5250 6 4- *• 8 8 *• 877.50
: 1 1/2 cubic Yards *• 7750 : 6 4- • 9 6 ^1040.00
: 2 Cubic Yards • 51500 • 7 S '-10 •1137.50
^. 2 1/2 Cubic Yards ^. 9500 • 7 8 •10 4- •1267.50
•
•
cubic Yards 10000
• :
^ *.10 8 1I397.50

Standard Orange Peel Buckets

11+5.
MULTI-POHilER ORAN&E PEEL BUCKETS.- For digging Clay,
compact sand, and other hard materials the Multi-Power Bucket
has no equal. It is tullt along the same general lines as the
Standard, hut differs in the closing mechanism, v/hich, in this
case, is multiplied, giving twice the closing pov/er with but
half the uplifting tendency when closing.
outside shaft hearings fitted with "bronze bushings,
are used on all sizes. It is also fitted with outside points,
which give the blades a smooth surface on the inside. This
is of great advantage when handling sticKy materials.
This type of bucket can be operated by wire rope only.
Capacity. : Approximate , Closed.
: weight in
pounds.
: Diameter.:
. ft . in . :
Height.
.
ft.in.
. Net :
: price. ;
: 21 cubic Feet : 4200 . 5 :. 7 11 : 715.00:
: 1 Cubic Yard : 1+750 :. 5 8 :: 8 2 : 828.75:
1 l/i+ cubic Yards : 5550 :
/
: 8 6 : 91+2.50:
: 1 1/2 cubic Yards : 6000 : 6 1+ !. 8 8 : lOiW.OO.
: 1 1/2 Cubic Yards : S500
'
. 6 i+
"
: 9 10 • 1^00.00:
: 2 Cubic Yards ; 9500 : 7 !. 10 1+ : ll^62.50:
: 2 1/2 cubic Yards : 10500 : 7 8 : 10 8 : I625.00:
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Multi-Power Orange Peel Buckets

1^5.
THE THREE-SIDED ORANGE PEEL BUCKET. - A Style of buCKet
especially well adapted for the handling of boulders. hroKen
rocK, and other odd-shaped material v/hich present uneven surfaces
and are difficult to hold unless an even force is exerted on each
bearing part.
The three blade points of this style of bucket, coming
in contact with a boulder, will either force it inside the bowl,
or will grasp the object in such a manner that the holding force
will be positive and the strain will bo equally divided through-
out the entire bucket.
Capacity. : Approximate .: Closed
Diameter.
: ft.in. ;
:Height. .
: ft.in.."
: Net :
price.
:
21 cubic Feet : M-200 : 5 .: 7 11 : 715.00 :
1 cubic Yard :
[
3 8 .. 8 2 .. S2S.75 :
1 l/4 Cubic Yards: 5500 : 6 : 8 6 : 9^2,50 :
1 1/2 Cubic Yards : 8500 : 6 i+ : 9 10 : 1500.00 ;
2 cubic Yards : 9500 ;: 7 : 10 4 : 1%2.50 :
2 1/2 Cubic Yards : 10500 ;' 7 8 : 10 8 :.1625.00 :
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CLAM SHELL BUCKETS. - The clan shell bucKet consists
of the two halves of a hemispherical shell, which rotates about
a horizontal diameter. Vertical arms are riveted on either
side of the howls, and their upper ends are connected to the
main shaft on which the power v;heel for closing the bucket is
located. The edges of the shell or bowl are forced into the
soil by the weight of the bucket itself, and the pull upon the
chain or cable to raise the bucket draws the two halves togeth-
er, thus forming a scmicylindrical bowl vmich encloses the mater-
ial to be excavated.
This bucket is used to the greatest advantage in
sandy or very loose earth as it will not fill where the ground
is hard.
Clam shell buckets of Class "C" type are used for
handling all classes of loose earth.
Capacity '
Cubic
Yards. :
• Approximate ;
: Weight in :
Pounds
.
Width
: Ft.ln.
: Height
. Ft.ln.
: Length :
. Ft.ln.
.
Net price.:
1/2 ; 2000 ; 3 5
\
3 9 : 3 7 : ^ 357.50 :
: 2150 :' 3 3 : 6 9 : 6 10 422.50
1 : 2350 : 5 5 : 7 6 : 7 6 : 4^7.50 :
1 1/2 : 3400 : 3 9 : 8 ^ : 8 6 : 552.50
1 5/s : 3500 : 4 : 8 : 8 6 : 585.00 :
2 : 4500 : 5 : 8 ^ : 8 6 : 747.50 :
2 1/2 : .5500 : 3 ' 9 6 : 9 9 :: 89^.75
: 6250 : 6 : 9 6 : 9 9 : 1056.25 :
: 8500 : 6 . 10 6 : 11 : 1397.50 :
5 : 10000 : 7 11 . 11 : 1560.00 ;

Class "C" Clam Shell Buckets
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CLASS "II" - CLAM. 8I1ELL BUCKETS. - This type of iDUCKot
Is designed to handle heavier and rougher materials than the
Class "C" type..
Flat llnK side chains are used and "by leading them
over sheaves in the head of the hucKet, as shown, the closing
power is materially increased.
All Class "H" Bowls have plate shoes extending from
top of TDOWi, same as Class "E".
: Capacity
Cubic
: Yards.
: Approximate
: weight in
Pounds . ;
: Width.
:Ft.In.
: Height.
.
:Ft.In.
Length.
; Ft , In
.
: Wet Price.
: 11/2 .: 4000 . ^ 9 . 8 9 : 8 6 : 715.00
: 1 5A : 4200 ; 4 ; 8 9 : 8 6 : 812.50
: 2 ;
L
5200 : 5 ". 8 9 . 8 6 : 975.00
: 2 1/2 6000 : 5 : 10 . 9 9
;
1153.75
: 5 : 6700 : 6 :
i
10 : 9 9 : 1365.00
:
11-
: 9200 : 6 :ll 6 : 11 : 1690.00
: 5 : 11500 : 7
•
.11 9 : 11 : 1950.00
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TRENCHING MACHINES.
At the present time there are numerous trench excavat-
ing machines on the raarKet, which are giving good service. Among
which, the ones best KnoTO are the parsons, the BucKeye, the
Chicago Ditching Machine, The Austin Wheel Ditcher and the Carson
Trench Machine.
In general the operation of all these machines is very
similar. The digger consists of either a hollow circular wheel
or an excavating heam with a sprocket wheel on either end around
which an endless chain of huckets or cups travel. The digging
wheel or heam can ho adjusted to excavate at any desired depth
up to the capacity of the machine.
The power for operating the machine is furnished by
either a steam or a gasoline engine mounted upon trucks. These
machines are equipped with either a truck mounted on traction
wheels, or with a multipedal traction, which enables them to
travel over boggy or wet ground that would be impossible for the
traction wheel style of truck.
Sizes of trenching machines are given by the width of
the cut in inches. Drainage ditch trenching machines are made in
sizes varying from 11 1/2 in. x ^ 1/2 ft. up to 54 in. x 7 1/2
ft. Sewer ditch trenching machines are made in sizes vai'ying
from 20 in. X 5 1/2 ft. up to 7S in. x 25 ft.
Trench excavators v/ill work in any kind of soil, no
matter how hard or sticky, that can be plowed or picked. They
will not work in quicksand or where there are many boulders
^
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large roots, or pipes. These machines will taKe out boulders
the size of the bucKets or even larger. If it striKes a
boulder or a pipe the carrier can be raised automatically by
the machine and the earth In front of the obstruction renoved.
¥hen the excavator is at worK It occupies a space
of 8 or 10 feet at the top and 2 1/2 or 3 feet at the bottom;
the rear of the excavator Is practically In a vertical position
and the pipe can be laid up to v/ithln or 5 feet of the face
of the ditch at all times. Mien excavating the face or end
of the ditch is sloping. At twenty feet deep the excavator
has a Slope of four feet in twenty feet. "When digging twelve
feet deep the face of the ditch has practically the same slope
and this space, as mentioned before, s to 10 on top and 2 1/3
or 3 at the bottom is all the space that cannot be protected
by timbering at all times, as this space is occupied oy the
excavator. The bottom of the ditch requires very little
dressing in preparation to laying the tile or pipe.
The weignt of the machine is at all times \7ell in
advance of the face of the cut; while digging the two rear
wheels support the racks that are used in raising or lowering
the excavator, the greater part of the weight being distribu-
ted ahead of the cut, consequently the compactness and solid-
ity of the soil is undisturbed.
The following table, based on easy spading earth, and
assuming that the men digging can excavate and throw back 10
yds. of earth per day, gives a comparison between hand and
machine labor in depp trench digging. Wages are II.50 per day
of 10 hours. The bottom man raises the material to the first
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bench, and scaffolds are 4- feet apart to the top. on the top
is a TDanKman to throw the earth hacK.
Depth of trench in feet,.
No. of lifts.
No. of men.
Daily average no. cu.yds.
per man.
Cost per cu. yd.
Cost per lineal ft, of trench,
27" wide,
100 men would excavate per
day - Cu, yds,
100 men would excavate per
day - Lin. ft.
8 12
1 1/2 2 1/2
26/
570
805
440
440
16 20
3 1/2 4 1/2
4 5
3.3
60/
330
247
2.5
60/
1,0s
250
150
Using a large sized machine in a trench 27" wide for
a day of ten hours, the cost varies from s to 20 ft. in depth
per lineal foot as follows:
Yards
Output, .
mdth. : Depth. :
: Ft.
Cost. :
: cts. ;
Depth.
:
Ft,
Cost
: cts
300 : 27 : S : 11 : 20 ;\ 50
400 : 27 : S : 8.5 : 20 : 43
500 : 27 : 8 . 7 : 20 . 38
The at)Ove prices on machine v/orK include 135.00 per
day rental of machine and a yardage royalty of 10 cts, per cu,
yd.
NOTE: The cost is figured per lineal foot and not on
a yardage basis.

13^.
j
The following cost on a tHo drainage trench at Nauvoo
in . gives another comparison between hand and machine labor. A
15" V 5 1/2 • BucKeye Machine was used.
I
The machine averaged 1600 ft. per 10-hr dav in ^ ft.
worK.
Labor running machine and laying tile, |; 12.00
15 per cent depreciation. Interest,
etc., on 11700.00 machine, 1.70
$ 15.70
I
i
In the same Kind of soil it tooK 8 men (expert ditchers)
at Ji^5.25 per day to dig 1600 ft. of 5 ft. trench and lay the 1
tile. This gives a total cost of $26.00. This shows a dif-
ference of #10.50 in favor of the machine.
I
The following are some of the sizes and costs of '
trenching machines:
DRAINAGE.
11 1/2 in. X 4- 1/2 ft 1200.00
With Apron Traction and Ex. Power. .. .1400 .00
14- 1/2 m. X 4-1/2 ft 1400.00
¥ith Apron Traction and Ex. Power 1700,00
15 m.x 5 1/2 ft 1700.00
With Apron Traction and Ex. Power. .. .2050.00
20 in. X 5 1/2 ft 5000 . 00
With Apron Traction and Ex. Power. ... 5400.00
20 in. X 7 1/2 ft 5300.00
With Apron Traction 4200.00
24 in. X 7 1/2 ft 4600.00
With Apron Traction 5200.OO

CONTRACTORS.
15 in. X 5 1/2 ft. 2500.00
sane with Apron Traction. .2700.00
20 In. X 5 1/2 ft, 5S00.00
20 in. X 7 1/2 ft 4500.00
24- in. X 7 1/2 ft 5250.00
2^ in. X 10 ft 6000.00
Same v^ith Apron Traction. .6500.00
2S in. X 7 1/2 ft ......6500.00
28 in. X 10 ft ..7200.00
28 in. X 12 ft sooo.oo
Same with Apron Traction. .. .8600,00
32 in. X 7 1/2 ft 7500.00
32 in. X 8 1/2 ft 7750.00
32 in. X 10 ft 7800.00
32 in. X 12 ft ...8300.00
Same with Apron Traction. .. .8800.00
36 in. X 7 1/2 ft .....7800.00
56 in. X 10 ft 8 300.00
36 m. X 12 ft 8600.00
4-2 in. X 7 1/2 ft 8 300.00

156 •
14J^-inch X 4H-foot Maduiif lor l arni Drainage work equipped witli Skt-k-ioii lliickvis u>i use in wfi, ^(Kk.\
«oil. Cut shows operator's side of machine, showing Engine, Grading and Guiding Arrangements.
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DETAIL OF UPPER (LEANER
Till' iirrow represents the inverted V-shaped bars which hold the cleaner in |)liue.
'I'hey are bolted at the rear of the frame and held in a clamping device at 4, making them
adjustable for height. The cleaner head will be noted at 2. Figure 3 represents the
spades, and F^igure ;5A represents in dotted section a spade in a bucket just before it dis-
charges the earth on to the carrier.

Parsons Trench Excavator at Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
Dobson & Jackson, Contractors, Winiiii)c<;', ^lan.
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16 ^.
PARSONS TRENCH EXCAVATOR
SHOWING TWO WIDTHS OF TRENCH CUT WITH Tlli-:
ONE SET OF BUCKETS

Parsons Trench Excavator
Owned hy Julius Keller Construction Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

16 5.
Parsons Trencii ExcAVA'i't)i{
Excavating Trench for Sewers Seventy-Eight Inches Wide
AND Twenty Feet Deep at Des Moines, Iowa,
October, 1907
J. W. Turner Imp. Co., Contractor.s, Des Moines, Iowa.
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SEW<]R TRENCH J.lACIillvIES, - There are three machines used
on large server trenches, which excavate the material and also
maKe the hacK fill. A handy arrangement is that of two der-
ricKs with hooms about 40 feet long» hoth placed on the same
side of the trench and about 75 feet apart. Both hoom and
main-falls wind upon drums driven "by steam power, With this
arrangement a hucKet of earth can he hoisted from the excava-
tion, and, passing from one derrick to another, he deposited
in the trench 12 5 or I50 feet away. This plan is not adapted
to narrov; trenches nor to those where any considerable length
is to he under excavation at one time.
For these one of the trestle-machines of cahle-ways
is preferable, the former more particularly for trenches up to
12 or 15 feet in v/idth, the latter for widor ones and particu-
lar cases, such as crossings of railroad tracKs,
The cahle-way consists essentially of a vrlre cahle
suspended over the center of the trench, on v/hlch run one or
more travellers carrying hucKets; the earth heing excavated
at one point and cast into the hucKets, v/hich are raised and
carried to the other end of the cahle, \Yhere they dump the
earth upon the completed sewer. It is essential to the safe-
ty of the laborers that the cable be substantially anchored at
the ends, and that it be amply strong to carry any load v/hich
can possibly come upon it. A good plan for the anchorage is to
bury a stout platform of timber, inclined bacia^ard about M-^o
from the vertical, to which the cable is fastened. The hoist-
ing and conveying ropes are driven by an engine located at one
end of the cable. Like derricks, the cable-way is not adapted
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I
to trenches which move forward rapidly, as the moving and re-
setting of It taXes considerable time and labor.
'
In the trestle machine the bucKets travel upon an over-|
head track which Is supported at intervals by trestles spanning !
the trench. Generally from 6 to 20 buckets are in use at once,
one half of which are being filled vrtille the remainder are
being carried to the dump and emptied. In some machines the
track forms a long loop, one side of which is for going and the
other for returning the buckets. There are then three sets of
buckets, one going to the dump, one returning, and one set being
filled. To obtain the greatest efficiency of the machine the
number of men casting into each bucKet should be Just sufficient
to fill it during the time occupied In removing, emptying, and
returning a set of buckets.
The preceeding machinery is economical when the cost
of running ( Including all labor but that of the men digging the
trench) and of repairs, plus the rental or Interest on the first
cost of the machine, is less than the cost of "staging" the dirt
out, plus that of back filling.
The cost of these machines is quite small v;hen com-
pared to steam shovels or excavators and depends chiefly upon
the price of lumber as the machines are made chiefly of wood.
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DRAINAGE EXOAVATOR.
This Is a special machine designed for worK on drain-
|
age ditches. It is a self-propelling all steel bridge liKe
structure which supports a runway, or guide through which a
I'
wheeled hucKet or bucKets are drawn trrmsverscly across the
excavation removing the material in thin layers or slices dovm
one side, across the bottom and up the opposite "banK on and
I'
out the I'unway to the desired distance where the hucKet is i
dumped by any one of four different methods used, according to
the requirements of the case. After each trip of the bucKet
the movable runway or templet is lowered a few inches - just
enough so that the bucKet will fill itself on the return trip
and dump on the opposite bahK as before.
A drainage excavator, when equipped with the rolling '
ji
platform traction is operated by two men, namely, an engineer
and a firemaj:! for each worKing shift. With this machine it is
j
customary to run tvra or three shifts every 24- hours, thus secur-
i
ing continuous operation of the machine. The simplicity of the
worKing parts of the excavator reduces lost time for repairs to
a minimum.
!
The pov/er for operating the excavator is supplied by a
|
50 or Ho horse power boiler which furnishes steam for a double
cylinder double drum hoisting engine,
jj
The boiler will require about 1 tons of coal and
2 MOO gals, of water per 10-hr. day.
|
The first cost of the machine is considerably higher
i
joer ton than the cost of a steam shovel or drag line excavator.
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The cost Is approxlnotely $160.00 per ton.
Type "A" shown In the followlne cuts weighs approxi-
mately 50 tons and sells at a net price of |S, 500.00
The cost of moving average earth is given by the fol-
lowing data:
per 10-hr
day.
1 engineer, $ 5. 50
1 fireman. 2, 25
1 man and team, hauling,
water and coal H.QO
15 per cent depreciation, in-
terest, etc., on a
$10,000.00 plaht go. 00
Total, $19.75
Assuming the machine to "be actually operating .7 of the 10-hr.
day and moving 2 cu. yds. per minute v;hlle in operation, the
cost of movlrjg earth is aiDOUt 2 1/2 cts. per cu, yd.
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172
view of the Austin Drainage Excavator in operation, showing the perfect slope of banks, the continuous
waste bank and width of berm.
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174^. '
EARTH HAI^IDLING MACHINES OH NEW YORK BARGE CANAL.
|
Contract 40, on the New YorK Barge Canal, extends Trom
the LocKport Gates westward about five miles to the Sulphur
|
springs guard locK. In variety of excavating equipment the con-
tract Is not surpassed by any used on the Barge Canal, The most
^
important feature is the scheme of combining an excavating ma-
chine with each conveying outfit. None of the types of machines
employed are absolutely new, and. In fact all of them, though In
a somevihat modified form, were used on the Chicago Drainage Canal.
The distinguishing feature, however. Is the use with, each cable-
way, with the cantilever crane, and with the double boon revol-
ving excavator, of a steam shovel which loads the skips removed
by the conveying outfits.
The excavation worK on this contract consists in deep-
ening and widening the present Erie canal, and in constructing
|
a v/ide harbor section in Lockport. About one-third of the
j
length of the contract, at the western end, is an earth section,
and the remainder is rock or rock and earth. The estimated
|
quantities are 850,000 cu, yd. of rock, and 1,4000,000 cu. yd.
of earth, the latter Including the stripping over the rock. This
classification has a beai-'ing on the type of construction equip-
'
ment employed, since the earth work section could be excavated in
sumuier while navigation was in progress, while, on the other hand,
rock v;ork must be confined solely to the winter months, between
November 15 and May 15, vmeii navigation is closed. In the one
case a larA'o cantilever crane has been employed, which can oper-
ate either in the navigable or in the closed season, while th@ I
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other steam shovels are placed In the prism of the canal and
transfer spoil to a variety or hoisting and conveying equipment
to the l)anks above.
The Lambert cablnways are of 10-ton capacity, designed
to operate a 5-yd. sKlp. Each has a span, variable between 4oO
and 500 ft., an S5-ft. head tower and a 60-ft. tail tower. This
span allows the tall tower to be set bacK far enough on the north
banK to clear the roadway along the canal and on the south banK
to clear the spoil area. Both cableways are operated by com-
pressed air from tiie central station and a 4- in. line is carried
across the canal for this purpose. Connections are placed at
such Intervals that Ho-ft. of 4-in. air hose are sufficient be-
tween the permanent piping and the head tower. The Marlon shov-
els, a Model 20 at the west end and a Model 75 near the mid-point
of the contract, which load the cableway slcips, are also driven
by compressed air. Two sKlps are used on each cableway, one
being in transit while the other one is being loaded.
For taKlng out the earth section the contractors, in
May, 1909. installed a large cantilever craii e, manufactured by
the Brovm Hoisting Machinery Company of Cleveland. Ohio. The
machine is 282 1/5 ft. long over all and is mounted on a tov/er
with a 35 X 37-ft. base. The cantilever arm overhanging the
canal is 192 ft. 9 in. long and that over the spoil banK 152 ft.
1 In. The bottom chord of the crane stands at an inclination
of 2 l/if in 12 and the trolley has a run of 36O ft. measured on
the horizontal.
The sKetch O'^. page 176 shows the construction of the
crane.



This machine v/as designed to operate a Brovmholst auto-
matlc dumping shovel "bucKet and was placed on the toerm side where [
r
It offered no Interference Y7lth canal traffic. The longer arm,
;
however, extended across the canal and over the tow path on the
|
opposite banK. It was possible to use this outfit v/hlle naviga-
tion vms In progress and It v/as so employed throughout last sum-
mer and fall. The material in the bed of the canal Is a clay
silt which has been compacted by the overburden so that it has
become stiff, and of a rubbery consistency. Yfhen this was en-
countered the capacity of the crane v/as considerably cut down,
and in the fall, the use of the crane was temporarily suspended,
until a number of ISO cu. ft. Broivnholst spoil tubs were obtained.
Since the early part of December, the crane has been used sole-
ly as a conveyor, the tubs being loaded oy a Model 75 Marion
steam shovel.
In beginning the earth excavation, a Brownhoist single-
line grab bucket of 2 1/2 cu. yd. capacity v/as used on the crane
!
in order to dig a ditch parallel with the axis of the canal into
j
v;hich the drag bucket of the cantilever was dropped to get a start]
on the worK,
The crane is operated by a 225 hp, 25-cycle General
Electric induction motor, wound for HSO r.p.m, under a pressure
of 4-i|0 volts. This is geared to two drums, one for the hoist-
ing and one for the trolley traverse ropes. A set of beveled i
I
gears on the main shaft are used for moving the crane along the
|
canal. The operations are controlled by means of clutch lev-
ers attached to the ceiling of the operator's cabin. The brake
bands are operated by foot levers. A 5/6 in, cable is used for
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I
hoisting and traversing the trolley, and an additional cable Is
1
used as a tall line to steady the trolley. The machine Is op-
;: eratod In three eight-hour shirts per day. The work Is lighted
at night hy flaming arcs over the canal, and incandescent lights
arc placed on all parts of the machine.
Power for the cantilever is obtained from the three-
phase transmission line on the north banic. Connections are made
to this line hy three wires suspended across the canal, terminat-
ing on the "berm side in a traveling transformer car.
Transformer Car for Allowing Independent Travel of Cantilever Crane.
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EARTH SECTION
yJnjiBWiHff Record
Track for Cantilever Crane.

ISO.
I
The crane travels on four U-v/hcel trucKwT, one beneath I
each leg of the tov/er. In some cases It has heen necessary to do
considerable cribbing v/here hollows had to be crossed. The tracK
|
construction used where the ground is level and at the average
elevation is shown in one of the drawings. This scheme insures a
tracK with all rails properly spaced, and safegaurds against the
i
!
rails spreading. The rails rest on tie-plates and are provided
^
with rail braces, while the stringers are properly spaced and
held by short lengths of angles spiKed to the ties,
j
About 2^0 ft. of such tracK is used, and depending some-
what on the progress of the worK, either one or two 30-ft. sect-
Ions are moved ahead in a day, requiring the services of eight
men, and the use of a single-drum air-driven hoisting engine,
v;hich drags the parts of the tracK ahead,
|
Each operating shift consists of three persons, an op-
erator, an oiler, and a tally boy. In addition an extra handy
man is generally employed on the day shift, acting as a relief for i
the operator and looXing after simple repairs which do not neces- I
sitate the shutting down of the machine. Each crew, as a gener-
al rule, is able to taKe care of any small breaKdowns so that it
is Kept employed even when the crane is out of commission. There
is thus no great loss when the cantilever is tied up.
|
^vhen worKing uninterruptedly for eight hours as high as
1000 cu. yd. have been made, and the maximum yardage for any one
month, in October, was M-2.080. As a general average a round trip '
of the bucKot was made in about 1 1/2 min. though in individual
^
cases trips have been made in half that time, 4-5 sec.
One feature of the operation of the crane that is advan-
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tageous.ls Its use as a conveyor to carry the spoil lengthvflse
of the canal. The traversing speed Is 1?.5 ft. per minute. In
one case It was necessaiT to leave an opening ir, the spoil banK
for a highway, and the earth taKon from tne prism opposite this
opening had to be deposited either to the east or the west of
this point. This was accomplished by excavating in the usual
manner "but instead of discharging the "bucKet immediately the
cantilever was moved parallel v/ith the canal until clear of the
highway opening when the trolley carrying the bucKet was continued
on its way and dumped, '
DOUBLE BOOM EXCAVATOR. - The double boom excavator near
the eastern end of the contract was placed in service in Decem-
ber, 1909. This machine is operated with a 5-yd. sKip on each
boom and has the sKip bails so arranged that it is not necessary
to unl-iooK the sKips in order to load them. !
The machine weighs about 150 tons and has tvio 100-ft.
booms, which when elevated at an angle of about 28 I/2 deg. to the
horizontal have their tip ends at a horizontal distance of about
|
100 ft. from the center of the machine so that the reach is 200 '
ft. It is designed to lift and carry a load of 10 tons, includ-
ing the weight of the sKip, on each boom simultaneously, or to
operate a 5 1/2 yd. drag scraper bucKet on one boom. The machine
is mounted on sKids and rollers and is moved along by throwing the
drag bucket forward, getting a firm bite, and pulling on the drag
line, or by attaching a lead line to a deadman and passing it over
a niggerhead to one of the main engines. The machine was de-
signed to maKe 50 complete revolutions in an hour, which would
mean the loading and discharging of one 5 yd. sKip every minute.
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In practice, due to the natural limitations or steam shovel
worK, this rate cannot be attained, as the shovel cannot equal
the capacity of the excavator. The best record tlms far has
been 151 half revolutions or 151 sKlp loads in six hours. The
attained rate, however. Is understood to be satisfactory on the
basis of operating cost. Interest on first cost, and maintenance.
The machine is being used in a section where the entire excava-
tion is in rocK.
Three men ai'e required for the operation of the machine
one to control each of the boom engines, and the third to run the
rotating engine. Five other men are required to advance the
tracK for the machine and one man is placed in the canal prism
to signal the operators. Beyond this signal man no other atten-
dants are required in the prism so far as the double boom excava-
tor is concerned, the sKlps requiring no attention whatever.
The machine is operated by compressed air received from
the central plant and has a pressure of so in. to the square inch
at the machine.
The stationary bed or trucK on which the excavator is
cari'ied is built of special 24 in. x 72- lb. Bethlehem I-beams for
both the side and diagonal members. The frame is about 25 ft.
square, and is carried upon oaK ruimers and sKlds and maple rol-
on top of this lower frame is a circular 90- lb. rail,
inside of which and bolted to the main frame is the steel ring
gear which meshes with the rotating spur pinion on the revolving
decK. The tracK is 2^ ft. in diameter.
The rotating structure consists of a framev/orK of steel

IS 5- 1'
beams, chai nels. and angles rlvited together, and the decK sup- ;
Dorts the machinery directly on Its main raemtoers. A truss 9 rt,
deep Is placed on each side to distribute the loads from the
booms and mast to the roller supports of the rotating frame.
From the top of the trusses a mast extends to a height of about
24 ft. At the top Isa horizontal steel shaft supporting the
boom sheaves. BacK stay rods connect the top of the mast to the
rear top corners of the side trusses and sway-bracing is provided;
1
where necessary.
j
The boom has a width of 1 ft. 3 in. at the tip, 16 ft.
at the base, where it is hinged to the machine, and a maximum '
depth, at the center, of 4 1/2 ft. over its top is a planK walK
24- in. wide.
|
The rotating engine is placed on one side of the crane '
and the levers are in such a position that the operator can ob-
serve both booms. The engine is ar. 8 x s-ln. double cylinder
machine. The two 12 x l2-in. double cylinder main engines are
I
each placed directly at the base of the booms so that the opera-
tor has full view of all movements. Each engine has three sepa-
j
rate drums, two mounted upon one of the shafts, but arranged for
Independent operation. There is one drum each for the hoist.
The 5-yd. sKlps used on the machine are 8 ft. square and
j
2 ft. 3 in. deep on the inside. They are made with 5/8 in.
plntes and are provided on the bottom with three longitudinal
sXids consisting of 6 x 6-ln. x s-ft. white oaK timbers. These
are bolted to projecting angles, and to the bottom plate of the
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Each 8Klp Is cari'leci "by two balls, the vortical parts
of which are 7 rt. long. These memhers are made of 1 x 6-ln.
bars and have across the tops a separator consisting of two 9-
In. 15 1/4- It), channels. These horizontal separators. In turn,
have a third separator, also placed horizontally, but at right
angles to the first pairs. The hooKs below the tacKlo blocKs
are attached to rings In the top of the first separators, and
by taKlng up on one line more than on another the particular
ball to which the higher blocK Is attached taKes a vertical po-
sition, thus throwing the center of gravity of the whole system
beyond the vertical and dropping the ball to one side. The
ball falls clear of the sKlp pan so that It can be loaded by
the- steam shovel. This scheme avoids unhooKlng.
Double Boom Excavator and Steam Shovel in Canal for Serving It.
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CONCLUSION.
j
Each earth moving machine is especially adapted to
certain Kinds of excavation.
The hand-shovel, besides "being used In connection
with nearly all other excavating machines, when Its use Is
necessary for the final dressing of the surface of the excava-
tion, is especially applicable where the qutmtlty of earth to
be moved is too small to permit the economical operation of a
larger machine. For small jobs its use is general. The
chief objection is the high cost of operation coupled with
the slow rate of moving any quantity of earth.
TTheel-barrows are economical only where the space is
too confined to permit the use of teams. Over-haul is usually
paid on all distances over 50 feet. This indicates that the
expense of wheel-barrow work on hauls over 150 feet is prohib-
itory.
One-horse carts are advantageously used in naKlng eiTi-
bankments on vrorK of moderate extent and where the job is too
small to permit the installation of track and dump cars. In
dumping off of the end of a fill, carts are superior to rear
end dump wagons owing to the greater ease of backing the load
up to the end of the embankment. They are especially well
adapted where the space Is too confined for the operation of dump
wagons, and on hauls too great to permit the economical use of
v/heel-barrov/s.
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Patent dump wagons are necessary Tor the successful
operation or the elevating grader when the material Is to he
removed from the excavation site. For maKing hroad, though
not necessarily deep fills, on hauls of from SOO to 3000 ft.,
the patent dump wagon cannot he excelled when operating in con-
nection with steam shovels, excavators or traps.
Drag scrapers can he operated economically on hauls
under 2bQ or 300 feet. Even on small jobs, if there is suf-
ficient space in which to manoeuver the teams, drag scrapers
can compete successfully with wheel-harrows even on hauls as
short as 25 feet.
Wheel-scrapers are well adapted for hauling earth any
distance hetv/een 200 and SOO feet, approximately. Even though
they require greater space for operation than the drag scraper,
they are more economical for hauls of 200 to 300 feet. On short i
hauls the cost of operating the wheel-scraper is greater than
that of the drag scraper, due to the fact that a mail and "snatch"
team Is required for loading the wheel scraper, hut on account
of the larger capacity of tho v^heel scraper the cost does not
increase as rapidly with increased length of haul, on hauls of
ahout 200 feet, the cost of moving earth is about equal with
hoth Kinds of scrapers.
Fresno scraper is excellent for moving light or sandy
earth any distance up to 500 feet. on uphill hauls it operates
with ahout the same economy as a drag scraper. one or two ex-
tra horses are required with the fresno scraper hut its greater
capacity offsets this added expense. On dov/n grade hauls, in
light or sandy soi l, it is a very ec onomi cal dirt moyer^^as^^a
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laiv^e amount of earth is pushed along ahead or the bowl. In
heavy material which has not been thoroughly loosened the
fresno scraper is so hard to fill that it is not economical.
In excavating shallow drainage ditches, from 2 to
8 feet deep, and on road and street grading, where there is
prairie soil free from roots, stumps, and boulders, the elevat-
ing grader is the most economical machine on the marKet. Ele-
vating graders, used in connection with dump wagons on road
worK and in stripping reservoir sites operate more successfully
and at a lower cost than other machines suitai^le for this pur-
pose. Elevating graders are not economical unless operated
on long stretches where turns are infrequent.
Dump cars of all descriptions are very economical
when the material is dumped through a trestle. In case the
ground over which the material is hauled is soft, dump cars
are much more efficient that carts of dump wagons. The road-
way is cut up by only one horse instead of by a tea^i and wagon
or "by a horse and cart. One horse can haul a greater load in
a car than in a dump cart. The size of excavation and length
of haul determines in nearly all cases whether a "dinKeyi shall
be used. Hauling trains of dump cars with a dinKey is the most
economical way of moving earth with cars.
Steam shovels can be operated economically only on
worK of conslderahle size v/here moves are Infrequent. They
are especially adapted for digging clay in bricKyards, mining
cement rocX in cement quarries, and in maKing railroad cuts in
which the material is used for fills and in other places where
the excavated material has value. These machines can excavate
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harder and tougher material than any other earth moving machines
on the marKet.
Excavators are more frequently operated on v^orK In
which the excavated material Is thrown out on a spoil hanK. Owing
to the excavating bucKet not "being held rigidly Ir the earth as
In the case or the steam shovel, excavators are unable to operate
under such adverse circumstances ac- the steam shovel can. One
advantage the excavator has over the steam shovel Is that It op-
erates either from the floor of the cut or from the top of the
banK and does not have to be moved so often. Another Is that
It can deposit the excavated material In a spoil banK at a much
greater distance from the cut. The disadvantage of both of
these machines Is the difficulty of moving from place to place,
but when once they are on the worK they can excavate material at
a very lov7 cost v/hen compared with other methods.
Trenching maclilnes, on worK of considerable size,
are very economical because one machine taKes the place of from
50 to 100 men, depending on the depth of the trench and the Kind
ii
of soil. It should be used In place or hand labor vrhere the tile
' or sewer Is required to be Kept up close to the face of the cut,
as on busy streets of a city, and also vfhere It is necessary to
eliminate the danger of caving.
The machines used on the New YorK Barge Canal are very
ingenious and give methods by which the excavations can be made
at a rapid rate and a reasonable cost.
"VTlthout the large and powei'ful excavating machines worK
of great size, such as heavy railroad worK, the New YorK Barge
Canal, and the Panama Canal, would be almost Imj os slble as well as
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Impractitie to perform.
The problem of cJiooslng machines and planning their
methods of operation on earth excavation Is one of the greatest
factors m determining the time and cost required to perform the
worK. The Kind, amount and situation of the excavation, the
nature of the soli and the length of haul, are the prime factors
In determining the Kinds of machines to be used for successful
and economical performaiice.
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